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Preface 
Welcome ASL annotator! Thank you for visiting our actively edited living document 

outlining the SLAASh ID glosses, ASL Signbank and annotation conventions. Note 

there are a lot of hyperlinks, some directly to ASL Signbank entries where you may 

need to be a registered user. Make sure you are signed in or request an account. 

Please feel free to add a comment if you have a particular question/comment. 

 

Also throughout this document, I practice #GlossGesang which is a Twitter hashtag 

created by colleague Carl Börstell after a presentation I gave at “Doing Reproducible 

and Rigorous Science with Deaf Children, Deaf Communities, and Sign Languages: 

Challenges and Opportunities”, the Deaf X Lab Pre-TISLR13 Workshop at Humboldt 

University, Germany (Hochgesang, 2019). “#GlossGesang: ‘Always present sign 

language data in a visual format (videos/images) without relying solely on 

glossing.” (Börstell 2019; 

https://twitter.com/c_borstell/status/1177498599992610823). 

 

What’s new in Version 3.0 

Minor editing for clarity or consistency throughout the manual 

Added TOC and section numbering as well as hyperlinking in/to TOC 

Addition of description of ASL Signbank (Section 3)  

Addition of ID gloss digests (Subsection 2.3.3) 

New annotation conventions (See subsection 4.2.21 “signs from another signed 

languages) ) 

Rework(ing) “SLAAASh Data Organizing and Archiving Practices” (Section 5) 

Addition of some how-tos (Section 6) 
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1. Introduction 
Sign Language Acquisition, Annotation, Archiving, and Sharing (SLAAASh) is the 

construction of necessary infrastructure to support the annotation, archiving and 

distribution of sign language corpora. Previously collected longitudinal samples of the 

development of ASL by Deaf children, already partially annotated, will be converted into 

the appropriate format for distribution using the SLAAASh infrastructure. While this 

particular project is currently referred to as SLAAASh, we also use SLAASh because 

while our data is currently from a specialized acquisition corpus, we will also implement 

the protocols established here for other documentation projects thus using SLAASh 

(Sign Language Annotation, Archiving and Sharing) is appropriate too. 

 This document introduces and describes the ID glossing principles (e.g., 

Johnston 2010) and annotation conventions used for SLAASh in a way that is general 

enough for any annotator annotating any ASL video. The ASL Signbank is also 

introduced and described. We provide some how-tos in section five.  Other data 

archiving practices (file naming for transcripts and videos, tier names and structure in 

transcript template, etc.) are outlined in this document. At the end of this guide, a 

complete table of annotation conventions is provided.  

1.1. Introduction to transcription, annotation and ELAN 
1.1.1. Language documentation in general 

 Language documentation is about collecting primary data (video recordings of 

different language texts) and adding annotations as well as metadata in order to make 

the primary data accessible. What “accessible” means here is that the data is made 

machine-readable so that it can be searchable, sorted, and counted. This accessibility 

requires the consistent use of ID glosses and annotation conventions. (More resources 

here and here) 
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1.1.2. Transcription 

 Transcription is the act of representing signed or spoken language behavior in 

written language, using glosses and special conventions or a certain transcription 

system (e.g., Berkeley Transcription System (Hoiting and Slobin, 2002)), on paper or, 

more commonly nowadays, on the computer screen. For signed language data, the 

most typical data medium currently is a video recording of some language act - 

narrative, conversation, poem, presentation, and so on.  And the most commonly used 

transcribing method is glossing, which is using capitalized written words to represent 

signs. An example is provided below, in Figure 1, to illustrate English glosses 

representing Haitian Sign Language (LSH) signs. 

  

LSH signs  

English glosses  NOW IX_1       FINALLY   

  

 Figure 1. English glosses represent LSH signs 

 

As seen in Figure 1, the English word ‘now’ represents the LSH sign NOW. The English 

word ‘IX_1’ represents the LSH sign that signifies the first person singular pronoun. And 

the English word ‘finally’ represents the LSH sign that means something like “finally, at 

last”.  The written words are capitalized when using them as glosses to represent signs. 

Glosses are also accompanied by a special set of conventions because there are 

certain linguistic units and patterns that require more than just written glosses for their 

representation in the transcript and subsequent analysis. For example, signs that fall 

(return to TOC)  
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under a certain category, e.g., fingerspelling, may be associated with a specific label 

used to identify their category (i.e., if something is fingerspelled in the data, then the 

code for that category is provided e.g., FS, and the written translation is provided in a 

separate area, as (fingerspelled-word)). 

 

1.1.3. Annotation 

 Annotation is different from transcription in that written information (sometimes 

known as “tags”) are appended to the original data. While transcripts can exist 

separately from the original data, annotations are intended to be used in conjunction 

with the original data. Examples of annotations include marking for word classes, 

discourse type, and so on. For signed languages, another type of annotation marking 

can be the glossing itself. These glosses are known as ID glosses which are unique 

labels used consistently to identify the same signs (Johnston, 2008). 

 

1.1.4. Deciding what to represent in the data 

 Documentation projects should give priority to creating a minimal annotation 

scheme (Himmelmann 2006), which is a transcription and translation of the primary data 

(video recordings). Here, transcription in a minimal annotation scheme means 

representing data as produced by the right hand and the left hand. Free translation 

should accompany the transcription in order to make the data accessible to a wider 

audience. Other research projects (those we will share this archived data with) can add 

additional tags as needed in order to examine their role in the lexicon, phonology, 

morphology, syntax and discourse (e.g., Johnston 2011). 

 In short, at minimum, the following should be annotated: 

*  ID glosses (along with special conventions) for right and left hands 

*  Free translation 

Tiers that will be used for this project will be discussed later in this document. 

  

(return to TOC)  
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1.2. ELAN 

 For creating SLAASh language archives, we will use ELAN (e.g., Crasborn and 

Sloetjes, 2008), a software program that allows for the markup of time-aligned videos, in 

order to create annotations of the video data. To help ensure that the data are 

annotated consistently, the ELAN annotation files (.eafs for short) should be created 

from a template with the same tiers (data categories). The template should be available 

on the project’s Google Drive (under “annotating SLAASh”). The tier structure used in 

this project will be described later. The purpose of these tiers is to render the video data 

machine-readable. That is, we can search for specific data in the videos. This will 

enable future tagging and analyses. 

 

(return to TOC)  
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2. ID glosses 
 In this section, ID glosses are further described. An ID gloss is "the common 

identifier for each lexical sign" (Johnston & Beuezeille, 2009, p.9), a way of "identifying 

a sign as a token of a lexical type, so that it can be further annotated or tagged during 

later annotation parses (e.g., for grammatical class, semantic roles, presence or 

absence of modifications or 'inflections'…" (Johnston, 2010, p.120). Finally, "signs are 

identified uniquely and consistently" making it possible to search effectively for all 

instances "in order to determine the ways and environments in which it is used" 

(Johnston, 2010, p. 119). In short, ID glosses are not intended to be translations but 

ways of finding signs. Translations occur elsewhere in the transcripts. 

 ID glosses are used to identify lexical signs (relatively conventional forms, those 

that a user may expect to find in the dictionary). Partially-lexical signs and non-lexical 

signs  (e.g., Johnston 2010) are less conventionalized forms and are identified using a 1

unique code labeling their type (codes for these types of signs are further detailed in the 

section “Annotation conventions”). Some examples of partially-lexical signs include 

pointing, fingerspelling, sign names, depicting signs, and buoys. Non-lexical forms 

include actions. We will define what ID glosses mean after discussing readability 

principles that influence how we select ID glosses. 

2.1. ID glosses - readability principles to consider 
2.1.1. Machine-readability 

 The same data should be represented in the same way to allow for data 

searching and counting. In other words, the computer can be asked to find all instances 

of the same sign using the ‘find’ feature.  This is known as ‘machine readability’ and this 

is enabled by using ID glosses, which are unique labels that consistently index signs. 

1 I acknowledge the distinction made here between “lexical” and “partially-” or “non-” is a theoretical 
decision.  

(return to TOC)  
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That is, ID glosses are not direct representations of the signs themselves but textual 

labels that allow us to find their entries in a linked database (e.g., the ASL Signbank).  

 Machine readability helps lead to successful data analysis. For example, the sign 

produced by the signer in Figure 2 below can be represented in different ways: NOW, 

CURRENT, PRESENTLY, and so on. 

 

NOW 

CURRENT 

PRESENTLY 

... 

 Figure 2. Different English words can represent the same sign 

 

As demonstrated by the glosses following Figure 2, there are multiple possibilities for 

glosses. This can lead to inconsistency in glosses for the same sign, which is 

problematic and should be avoided since this will negatively impact machine readability 

(i.e., the computer will not be able to find all instances of the same sign when they are 

glossed differently). When glossing, the same written word needs to be used for the 

same sign throughout the transcripts. 

 In addition to using consistent glosses to make the data machine-readable, the 

annotator can only use symbols that are machine-readable (which is basically any 

symbol that can be found on the keyboard) and are not formatted using bolding, 

italicization, underlining and so on. 

 

2.1.2. Human-readability 

 In addition to machine readability (the same information is encoded in the same 

way), the researcher needs to also be concerned with ‘human readability’, which has to 

(return to TOC)  
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do with making the data more easy to handle from a human perspective. For example, 

the data (here, the ID glosses) should be relatively easy for the annotator to retrieve (or 

remember) while annotating. When done, the final annotated transcript should be 

scannable (easily read). 

 When deciding upon ID glosses, human readability is enhanced by choosing 

everyday English words that are commonly used for the same concept expressed in 

signs. For example, the ASL sign for “arm”  could be coded as B-5 because of 

the handshapes in the sign or it could be coded as @#%$ as a randomly selected 

series of symbols used to represent the sign; or it could be coded as “a long body part 

that protrudes from the torso” which we could argue is an acceptable translation. But 

those codes are hard to remember and, for the second code “@#%$”, arbitrary (there is 

no obvious link between the sign and the label), or for the third code “a long body 

part…”, lengthy. Instead, it is arguably more effective to use the English translation 

commonly used. Specifically here that is the word ‘arm to gloss  as ARM. 
 

2.1.3. ID glosses defined 

 A headword (or lemma) is a basic and unmarked form. For example, the root 

form of the English verb ‘read’ has the following inflected forms: ‘reads’, ‘read’ (past), 

and ‘reading’. ‘Read’ is considered the headword in this set of related terms. 

 The headwords (basic, unmarked forms) in English will be used as sources for ID 

glosses. That is, the ASL sign   that can be translated to “read” will be 

glossed as READ. 

(return to TOC)  
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 Also, the ID glosses will be treated as lemmata (a set of words related to the 

same basic form). So, while the ID glosses will draw upon basic forms in English, the ID 

gloss itself is also a headword (or lemma). Signs that are derived from a basic form and 

morphologically modified will still be glossed with the same ID gloss. For example, if the 

sign READ is modified for temporal aspect (which may look like the sign is repeated 

with additional nonmanual signals), it still receives the same ID gloss - READ. Such 

modification can be captured by a separate pass of annotations (i.e., on further analysis 

of the data, the annotator can add tags specifically for any morphological modification). 

 In practice, the annotator will gloss what is produced and not what is understood 

(or inferred from the overall meaning). In other words, the glosses are meant to enable 

search for similar forms and not to serve as translations (which is done in a separate 

annotation pass and on our “free translation” tier). For example, the speaker in the 

utterance below says, “I just completed my PhD.” Please note that this is an English 

translation. The glosses are provided below the signs here. 

 

 

IX_1      RECENT      END-OF POSS_1      FS 

          (PhD) 

Figure 3. Utterance in ASL with English glosses 

 

Note that the third sign END-OF conveys the concept for ‘finish/complete’ but is 

understood to have happened in the past. In standard English, the verb would require 

the past tense -ed (i.e., ‘completed’). However, since the speaker in the utterance 

featured in figure 3 above does not physically produce any additional sign that marks 

the past tense in END-OF, the gloss should not be marked with the past tense marker. 

(return to TOC)  
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Choosing the root English form should be consistently done for any ASL verb that may 

normally be marked by morphological inflections like -s, -ed, -ing in English.  

 Also, the second sign in Figure 3, RECENT, is produced with a non-manual 

marker that serves as a modifier. It means “really very recently”.  Again, the ID glosses 

themselves should not represent the sign as being modified but should (as faithfully as 

possible) represent how it is produced. Again, grammatical inflection can be indicated in 

the data but should be done during other annotation passes separate from the ID gloss 

tier that serves to render the data machine-readable.  

2.2. ID glosses - deciding on labels 
 In practice for signed language documentation projects, it is becoming 

increasingly common to use ID glosses. The basics of the practice are the same - use 

the same gloss for the same form regardless of any inflection or phonological 

alternation. How to select the ID glosses themselves varies from research team to 

research team. What follows are the principles for SLAAASh. 

 Basically, for each sign, the most neutral and common English translation is 

selected. Also, we are treating ASL signs as lemmas and generally follow the principles 

as outlined in Fenlon et al (2015). We accordingly will assign two glosses – a lemma ID 

and an annotation ID gloss. Often, the lemma ID and annotation ID gloss will be the 

same. If there are phonological variants (in which just one or two features change while 

the basic meaning remains the same), the annotation ID gloss will change (while the 

lemma ID remains the same). If there are lexical variants or different words, they will 

receive different lemma IDs. We discuss more issues and preferred approaches below. 

 

2.2.1 When phonological variants share the same English gloss (same lemma, different 

annotation ID gloss) 

(return to TOC)  
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 The following signs are phonological 

variants (different ways of saying something) for the same concept, “apple”. 

Semantically related but slightly phonologically different variants receive the same gloss 

(lemma ID) but are appended with additional tags in their annotation ID gloss to identify 

the phonological (physical) form of the signs themselves. For example, will receive the 

same lemma ID gloss – APPLE but are further glossed with separate annotation ID 

glosses: glossed as APPLEx, APPLEa, and APPLEck respectively. Each form receives 

the lemma gloss APPLE but gets different tags appended to the glosses themselves (“x” 

for the handshape, “a” for the handshape again; “ck” indicates the location of where the 

hand is located – here, the cheek). This will also serve as a quick way of observing how 

many variants exist in the language. (Also see how it is organized in ASL Signbank as 

discussed in a later section) 

 Arbitrarily chosen numbers or alphabetic symbols as used by other teams are 

avoided as tags in our project because these are more difficult for the transcriber (or 

analyst) to remember. Tags that refer to phonological form are preferred because they 

are easier to retrieve (or recall) when transcribing. 

 

2.2.2. When related signs share the same English representation (different lemmas) 

 If there are signs with different forms that represent the same concept (or 

different aspects of the same concept), and have the same English translation and thus 

potentially the same gloss, then care needs to be taken by the annotator in ensuring 

that different lemma ID glosses are assigned. For example, both of these ASL signs 

 and  could share a common English translation - ‘plant’.  The first 
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sign is the verb form, which could mean ‘to plant’ or ‘to put in’ and the second is the 

noun ‘plant’ (probably derived from the ASL verb ‘grow’). To gloss them both with the 

same English word would be inconsistent (not machine-readable). A separate lemma ID 

gloss is then needed for both forms. For example, this ASL sign  would be 

marked as PUT-IN and this  would be marked as PLANT.  

 If the annotator wishes to observe that certain signs are closely related in 

meaning but have slightly different forms (especially in citation forms) and receive 

different ID glosses (e.g., COUNT and ACCOUNTANT), then this information will be 

recorded as metadata in our ASL Signbank database under the section called “related 

signs”. This additional information will assist with searchability for these forms. 

  
2.2.3. When signs have the same form but different meanings (different English 

glosses) 

In “Building the BSL Signbank”, Fenlon et al (2015) describe their lemmatization 

principles, which we have generally adopted. For when signs have the same form but 

different meanings they say: “In addition to the form of the sign, as noted previously, it is 

also necessary to refer to the sign’s meaning when determining whether two variants 

constitute the same lexeme or not. This is clearly required for homonyms: pairs of sign 

that have the same phonological form but differ in meaning. For example, both BSL 

BROTHER and MARCH-MONTH are produced with two fist hands in neutral space 

brushing against each other with alternating up-and-down movement (Figure 24). As the 

meanings in each case are distinct, BROTHER and MARCH- MONTH are treated as 

homonyms and therefore separate lexemes” (193).  

Determining whether signs are actually homonyms is sometimes difficult. While we will 

generally follow the principle that the same form with conventionalized different 

(return to TOC)  
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meanings (e.g., SOMETHING and ALWAYS, which both have this general form: 

) should get different signs, we will consider potential homonyms on a case 

by case basis. This is a change from our previous conventions, in which signs with the 

same form were assigned the same ID gloss regardless of meaning. 

2.2.4. When unrelated signs share the same English gloss 

 If there are signs that represent different concepts but could have the same 

written word (i.e., they are homonyms in the written language) and thus potentially the 

same gloss, again the annotator needs to be sure that different ID glosses are 

assigned. For instance, in English “light” is used for an object that illuminates a room 

and to refer to an object that is not heavy. In ASL, the signs to express those concepts 

are different, therefore they will receive different glosses even if they share the same 

written translation. 

 Sometimes it is difficult to find a different English translation to use as a separate 

gloss. Consider the two signs   and . They both share the same 

English translation although they mean something different (although somewhat related) 

and have different ASL signs. Since it is difficult to label them uniquely, we will use 

meaning in the multiple words separated by hyphens in the glosses themselves. That is, 

we could label  as HEART-BODY and  as HEART-SHAPE. 

2.3. Using ID glosses 
 To ensure consistency in ID glosses (which, again, means unique labels for 

different signs), it is necessary to maintain a database of all of the ID glosses.  For 

SLAASh, the list of ID glosses is maintained online in the ASL Signbank. With ELAN 
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files linked to the correct external controlled vocabularies set up for certain annotation 

tiers (right hand and left hand), we ensure that only approved annotation ID glosses are 

used. If you do not find a sign you need in the list, you will gloss your suggestion (for the 

annotation ID gloss) with a ~ in front (e.g., ~ALLIGATOR) and suggest the gloss to be 

added to the ASL Signbank and therefore to the external controlled vocabulary (you can 

submit suggestions). ~ serves as our code for letting us know that a sign needs an ID 

gloss (both the lemma ID and the annotation ID gloss) and it needs to be checked and 

later changed (even if that means just removing the ~). After the annotation ID gloss is 

checked by Julie Hochgesang, it will be added to ASL Signbank and to the new version 

of the external controlled vocabulary for annotation, and annotators will review 

instances of suggested glosses as needed. Step-by-step instructions for gloss 

suggestion follow. 

 
2.3.1. Creation and Approval of ID glosses 

 For SLAAASh, one person should always be responsible for approving the final 

versions of the annotation ID glosses (and determining their lemma IDs) in order to 

avoid overlap in creating glosses and to ensure that they follow existing practices as 

outlined in this guide so far. The following is the general how-to for whoever is 

responsible for creating the ID glosses. (Currently, Julie Hochgesang of Gallaudet 

University is responsible for final approval of annotation ID glosses.) 

  
2.3.2. General how-to for proposing annotation ID glosses 

Registered users that have editor access on ASL Signbank can propose ID glosses 

using the steps outlined here. If you do not have editor access, you can reach out to 

Julie Hochgesang via email or google group.  

1. I’m transcribing in my ELAN file and this is the first time I’ve seen the sign which I 

gloss as ~HELLO. Before glossing, I make sure to check whether the new form is 

under an existing lemma. (See section 2.2. “ID glosses – deciding on label”). If 
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that’s true and the new form is a phonological variant, I will be sure to use the tag 

protocol to determine the new annotation ID gloss (outlined in above sections) 

 

 

2. I use the shortcut keys ⌘+SHIFT+4 (on a Mac, or the Print Screen key on 

Windows) to take a screenshot of the sign itself. Preferably, especially if the sign 

production is not clear in the video, I can instead take a video of myself producing 

the sign and then take a screenshot from my video of myself producing the sign in 

the same way. It will eventually be re-filmed by a hired actor for the ASL Signbank. 

  

3. The file of the screenshot is automatically saved to the desktop and gets a 

filename of something like this: Screen Shot 2016-11-04 at 11:29:48 AM. (On 

Windows, I can directly save the screenshot as my desired filename.) 

  

   
 

4. I click on the filename and change it to the proposed annotation ID gloss that I 

want to use, which is ~HELLO for this case. 

5. I open up my web browser and go to ASL Signbank 
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6. I then browse to “Signs” -> “Add New Sign”. 

 

7.  I create a new sign record using the image that I just made (and video, if 

applicable), being sure to mark the gloss as only a suggestion by starting it off with 

a ~ in both Lemma ID and Annotation ID gloss. 

 

8.  I scroll down slightly on the page and use the buttons on the left side of the page to 

upload my image (“Citation Form Image”). Then, if I made a video, I let the page 

refresh to show my image before submitting my video in the same way, using the 

buttons. 

 

9.  Then, I go to the right side of the page closer to the top and fill out translation 

equivalents for the new sign by clicking on the red dashes and typing in my words 

instead. For example, for “~HELLO” I might type “hi” as a translation equivalent. I 

can also fill in a little bit of other information be clicking and expanding the other 

sections, but complete information can wait until the sign is approved in case it’s a 

duplicate or ends up not being needed. 

10.      Last, I scroll down to the bottom of the page and look on the left side where it 

says “Tags”. I select the tag “sign:proposedIDgloss_needsapproval” and click “Add 

Tag”. This marks the gloss as still needing approval, so that the person or people 

who are regularly looking through to add and update ID glosses can easily use that 

tag as a filter in order to easily see all of the new suggestions. 
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After completing those steps, the new ID gloss has been proposed and will be able to 

be considered for full addition to ASL Signbank. 

 

2.3.3. ID Gloss Digests 

Changes to the ASL Signbank (additions or changes of ID glosses) are documented in 

ID gloss digests. See here.  

2.4. ID glosses summarized 
 In our ELAN annotation files (.eafs), the “right hand” and “left hand” tiers for each 

participant are linked to an ECV – an external controlled vocabulary of annotation ID 

glosses that comes from ASL Signbank. 

The closest English equivalent is chosen to represent the textual label linking to 

an ASL sign. The physical (phonological) manual forms of signs will be used to guide 

the annotator’s decisions in choosing what English words will serve as ID glosses. This 

means the annotator sometimes ignores what spoken-language-influenced word (in this 

case, English) is produced on the mouth along with the manual articulation of the sign. 

Basically, the same form gets the same English word, regardless (to a degree) of the 

contextual meaning. This means that the English word should usually be the base form 

found in the dictionary without any inflection (for plural, gender, aspect, etc.). The ID 

gloss does not show modification to the sign (e.g., aspectual modification, spatial 

modification, etc.).  
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3. ASL Signbank  2

This section describes each field in ASL Signbank. These fields provide linguistic 

and usage information for each entry and also serve as a way to search for entries from 

the search page. Definitions of each possible value are given, along with examples. As 

mentioned earlier, the ASL Signbank is part of a larger project, Sign Language 

Annotation, Archiving, and Sharing (SLAASh), which also encompases Sign Language 

Acquisition, Annotation, Archiving and Sharing (SLAAASh). SLAAASh involves 

annotation of child and adult ASL data collected for previous projects. For each 

separate sign that appears in the SLAAASh data, an entry is created in ASL Signbank. 

Entries are also created based on signs from the Gallaudet University Documentation of 

ASL (GUDA) project, the Philadelphia Signs Project, and community suggestions.  

Descriptions in this section include example lemma and annotation ID glosses 

and links to annotation ID gloss entries. These ID glosses reflect ASL Signbank at the 

time of writing (March, 2020). Occasionally, ID glosses must be changed in order to 

continue following conventions as more signs are added to the database. For example, 

a tag may be added to an annotation ID gloss if a phonological variant is added (see 

“Annotation ID Gloss (English)” below). When changes are made, the annotation ID 

gloss referenced in this guide will be preserved in the translation equivalents field and 

an accompanying note documenting the change.  

The following subsections are ordered in the same order as seen in any ASL 

Signbank entry.  

 

2 This section was mostly written by Amelia Becker. 
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3.1. Regional dialect  

If a sign is known to be associated with a particular regional dialect, that 

information is given here. Possible values in this field include each state in the US; 

Philadelphia, PA; Washington, DC; Canada and an “ASL/unspecified” value. Information 

portrayed in this field often comes from comments written by the signing community on 

the ASL Signbank Instagram account. Multiple regions may be indicated here, and 

signs that are regionally specific but also more widely known may be listed as belonging 

to a specific region(s) as well as “ASL/unspecified.”  

3.2. Lemma ID Gloss 
A lemma ID gloss is a unique identifier for an abstract category of signs. Signs 

are considered part of the same category (that is, they share a lemma ID gloss) if they 

have the same or similar meaning and differ in form in no more than three phonological 

components. Members of a single category are called phonological variants (see 

“Relations to Other Signs” for further explanation). If no phonological variants exist for a 

sign, a lemma ID gloss may represent a category containing only one sign. Signs that 

differ in three or more phonological aspects and/or in meaning belong to separate 

lemmas. Derivational morphology (e.g., affixation) usually results in forms with separate 

lemmas while inflectional morphology (e.g., aspect) does not produce distinct lemmas. If 
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addition of a morpheme leads to a sign that is a new lexical category (e.g., a verb 

becomes a noun) or has a new meaning (e.g., compounds), this is likely an example of 

derivational morphology. If addition of a morpheme results in the same sign with 

additional grammatical information (e.g., temporal information to a verb, like continuous 

aspect), this is likely an example of inflectional morphology and therefore not reflected 

in ASL ASL Signbank. For example, the verb TEACH and the noun TEACHER, which is 

derived from TEACH through the addition of an agentive suffix, fall under separate 

lemmas. Similarly, signs like WANT and DON’T-WANT fall under separate lemmas. For 

example, TEACH signed in its basic form and TEACH signed with continuous aspect fall 

under the same lemma ID gloss and would be labeled with the same annotation ID 

gloss (see “Annotation ID Gloss” for explanation). Numeral incorporation has been 

analyzed as derivational morphology (Liddell YYYY). Therefore, a numeral incorporation 

paradigm is headed by a single lemma ID gloss that is distinct from the base sign to 

which numeral handshapes are added. For example, the lemma ID gloss WEEK is 

distinct from the lemma ID gloss NUMBER-WEEKS, which heads distinct annotation ID 

glosses for each numeral handshape: ONE-WEEKS (homophonous with WEEK), 

TWO-WEEKS, THREE-WEEKS, etc. As much as possible, lemmas in ASL Signbank 

match the lemmas of ASL-LEX (Caselli et al., 2017).  

 

3.3. Annotation ID Gloss (English) 
Each annotation ID gloss corresponds to a separate entry in ASL Signbank. 

Annotation ID glosses (often referred to simply as ID glosses) are unique identifiers for 

individual citation forms. These labels are used when annotating signing data, 

regardless of inflectional morphology or (postlexical) phonological/phonetic processes 

that may apply to a given instance of a sign. Unlike derivational morphology, which 

results in distinct lemma ID glosses (see “Lemma ID Gloss” above), inflectional 

morphological processes like aspect do not produce distinct lemmas or annotation ID 

glosses. For example, TEACH signed in its basic form and TEACH signed with 

continuous aspect would receive the same label. In order to facilitate human searches, 
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ID glosses are based on English translation equivalents. However, their purpose is to 

identify the ASL signs used rather than provide an English translation. For this reason, 

the ID gloss for a given form is static and does not change regardless of the sign’s 

meaning in a given context.  

As further described in section 4 “SLAASh annotation conventions”, ASL 

Signbank contains annotation ID glosses for a few different types of signs. Depicting 

signs are given a label based on their handshape, which appears following “DS_”, many 

of which refer to handshapes from the fingerspelled alphabet or numeral signs. For 

example, depicting signs that use the handshape found in the manual alphabet sign for 

the letter “c” are annotated as DS_c. A separate tier “append” in the annotation file 

provides a description of the object, scene, or action being depicted. Instances of 

fingerspelling, whether lexicalized or not, do not receive an annotation ID gloss but are 

labelled as “FS”, with the fingerspelled word provided on a separate tier in the 

annotation file. More  

The majority of ASL Signbank entries are annotation ID gloss labels for what are 

typically referred to as “core lexical items” (Padden, 1998). The remainder of the 

discussion in this section pertains to numerals and core lexical items. When signs are 

distinct forms but share a lemma ID gloss, they are considered phonological variants of 

one another (see “Lemma ID Gloss Description” and “Relations to Other Signs”). 

Phonological variants will share the initial portion of their annotation ID gloss (given in 

capital letters and, in most cases, the same as the lemma ID gloss) and are 

distinguished by tags appended to this initial capitalized portion. If a sign is the only item 

in a lemma category, no tag is necessary. When tags are needed, every member of a 

category will receive a different tag. These tags are either numbers or lower case letters 

that refer to form and, whenever possible, target the difference in form between 

variants. Even if there are two or three differences in form between the variants, tags 

refer to only one difference whenever possible. For example, BIGb and BIGix differ in 

both handshape and movement, but each one receives only a single tag, which 

happens to refer to the handshape of each. However, tags must sometimes be 
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combined when a lemma heads three or more variants. For example, the lemma 

EXERCISE contains three variants. One variant has supine orientation and is tagged 

with ‘sup’ - EXERCISEsup. The other two both have pronated orientation, so for one of 

these variants, the tag ‘pro’ is tagged with the handshape tag ‘e’. The two pronated 

variants therefore have the annotation ID glosses EXERCISEpro and EXERCISEepro. 

Note that a tag referring to handshape is not necessary for EXERCISEpro in order to 

adequately distinguish it from the other two variants. Sometimes tags refer to a 

difference that occurs throughout the duration of the variants (e.g., SOONns vs. 

SOONch). However, a tag may be descriptive of only one sequential part of a variant. 

For example, if a sign changes from prone to sup orientation via elbow rotation and its 

variant exhibits only prone rotation, ‘sup’ and ‘prone’ are sufficient tags. Another 

example is the pair WETch and WETneut, which are identical except for a component of 

WETch produced at the chin before the component produced in neutral space which 

constitutes the entirety of WETneut.  

 

3.3.1. Tags for Annotation ID glosses 

Below is a description of categories of tags and the possible tags within each 

category. The general guidance provided here for applying deach tag may not be 

reflected in every annotation ID gloss. The choice of an exact lemma and annotation ID 

gloss are secondary to the primary goals of ID glossing: maintaining a one-to-one 

relationship between lexical forms and annotation ID glosses, and reflecting 

phonological variant relationships through shared lemma ID glosses.  

3.3.1.1. Handshape  

Handshape tags usually reference numeral or manual alphabet handshapes. For 

the handshapes found in the numeral signs ONE, TWO, THREE, and FOUR, tags are 

spelled out (e.g., VOLLEYBALL-SETthree, WARfour). Handshapes corresponding 

numerals above FOUR can be indicated with a number (e.g., BALLOON5, STICKY8). 

Tags can also indicate handshapes that correspond to the manual alphabet. These are 
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given as lower case letter tags after the capitalized portion of the annotation ID gloss 

(e.g., RAZORx, GENERATIONg). Note that these handshape tags are not intended to 

indicate initialization, which is reflected in a “See Also” relationship with the manual 

alphabet sign (see “Relations to Other Signs” below). The handshape found in the sign 

numeral ONE is often noted with the tag ‘ix’ (for ‘index,’ e.g., FROWNix). The 

handshape tag ‘bo’ is used for the “baby O” handshape (e.g., WRITEbo). The tag ‘claw’ 

can indicate the “claw 5” handshape (e.g., DARKclaw). 

 

th DROWNth (vs. DROWNa) 

Onex  (e.g., FASTonex) 

3.3.1.2. Handedness 

The tags ‘sym’ (for ‘symmetrical’) and ‘asym’ (for ‘asymmetrical’) are used in a 

few different ways in ASL Signbank. One use distinguishes one from two-handed 

variants of a sign, where ‘sym’ can denote a two-handed variant (e.g., REMEMBERsym 

versus REMEMBERfh) and ‘asym’ can denote a one-handed variant (e.g., 

KINDERGARTENasym versus KINDERGARTENb). Another use distinguishes variants 

of two-handed signs with the same handshape versus different handshapes for the two 

hands. For example, DANGEROUSsym and DANGEROUSasym differ in that the 

dominant and nondominant handshapes are the same in the former and different in the 

latter. The question of whether a difference in only nondominant handshape creates a 

distinct lexical item and therefore warrents a distinct annotation ID gloss is an ongoing 

discussion amongst ASL Signbank researchers. For this reason, there is variation in 

whether separate entries are created in these cases. There is also variation in how they 

are ID glossed: sometimes ‘sym’ and ‘asym’ tags are used (e.g., SPOONFEEDsym and 

SPOONFEEDasym) and sometimes they are not (e.g., MINUTEix and MINUTEb). 

Furthermore, the tags ‘sym’ and ‘asym’ are also used in a few miscellaneous cases 

where they do not refer to handedness (e.g., NONEsym versus NONEarc and NONEpa; 

RUNsym and RUNasym). 
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3.3.1.3. Orientation 

Three tags are available for variants that differ in palm orientation. These tags are 

applied without regard to the joint at which the orientation is implemented (shoulder, 

elbow, or wrist). 

1. sup (supine): palm facing upward; e.g., EXERCISEsup 

2. pro (pronated): palm facing downward; e.g., EXERCISEpro 

3. neut (neutral): palm facing contralateral side of the body; e.g., 

PASTneut 

3.3.1.4. Location/contact 

The following tags describe a sign’s location for cases where this feature distinguishes 

variants. Contact may or may not be specified or realized at this location.  

1. fh (forehead): e.g., REMEMBERfh 

2. neut (neutral space; note that ‘neut’ is used for ‘neutral orientation’): 

JUICEneut 

3. ch (chin): e.g., WETch 

4. ns (nose): e.g., SOONns 

5. hand: e.g., CLOSE-WINDOWhand 

6. arm: e.g., CATERPILLARarm 

7. mo (mouth): e.g., KISS-MOUTHmo 

8. pa (palm): e.g., HELPpa 

9. ck (cheek): e.g., NAPKINck 

10. fa (forearm): e.g., CLOSE-WINDOWfa 

11.ears: e.g., STETHOSCOPEears 

12.eye: e.g., VIDEORECORDEReye 

13.bk: (back of hand): e.g., BEDbk 
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3.3.1.5. Movement  

The tags listed below refer to path movements and internal movements. Some 

can refer to only one type and some to both. For tags that can refer to both types, the 

first example is of path and the second  of internal movement. When the tag refers to 

only one type of movement, the type is indicated. 

1. wig (wiggle): e.g., FUTUREwig (internal) 

2. up: e.g., MADup (path) 

3. down: e.g., LOLLIPOPdown (path) 

4. alt (alternating movement between dominant and 

non-dominant hands): e.g., VISITalt (path) 

5. flex (wrist, elbow, or finger joint flexion): e.g., 

MICROSCOPEflex, RECENTflex 

6. rot (wrist, elbow, or shoulder rotation): e.g., LEMONrot, 

DOWNSIZErot 

7. shake (wrist adduction): e.g., FORTYshake (path) 

8. tap (repeated contact between hands or hand and body): 

e.g., LEMONtap 

9. ext (wrist or elbow extension): e.g., MAKEext (path) 

10.arc (incomplete circular path): e.g., NONEarc (path) 

11.zig (quickly repeated back and forth movement): e.g., 

PHILADELPHIAzig (path) 

12.str (straight path movement): e.g., SAYstr (path) 

13. rep (repeated movement): JAPANrep, NINETEENrep 

14. twist (twisting movement at the wrist): THIRDtwist 

3.3.1.6. Initial index handshape 

There is a category of signs for which one variant begins with a component that 

appears to be derived from the sign THINK and/or MIND, with the “index” or “1” 

handshape at the forehead. The other variant begins with the same forehead location 
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but has a single handshape (not the handshape of THINK) that persists throughout the 

sign. In these cases, the tag ‘ix’ (“index”) usually marks the variant with the initial index 

handshape and ‘noix’ (“no index”) for the variant without this component, e.g., 

BELIEVEix and BELIEVEnoix.  

3.4. Translation equivalents (English) 
This field contains a list of possible English translations of or related English 

words to the sign ASL Signbank. The Annotation ID Gloss is also included (including the 

tag, if applicable) in this field. For example, the translation equivalents listed for the 

entry STREET are "avenue, path, road, street, way.” This list is not intended to be 

exhaustive but is meant to facilitate searching for entries without already knowing their 

ID glosses.  

3.5. Semantic Field  
The Semantic Field provides a label based on broad meaning categories. The 

options for semantic field, accompanied by examples, are as follows: 

1. Animal: e.g., PIG 

2. Attribute: e.g., HEAVY 

3. Color: e.g., RED 

4. Emotion: e.g., SAD 

5. Event: e.g., STAND 

6. Food: e.g., POTATO 

7. Locative: e.g., UNDER 

8. Number: e.g., FIVE 

9. People: e.g., WOMAN 

10.Place: e.g., RUSSIA 

11.State: e.g., AWAKE 

12.The N/A option is used for  
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3.6. Morphology 
If a sign is multimorphemic, the component morphemes are listed in this field. As 

explained under “Lemma ID Gloss” above, only derivational morphology, not inflectional 

morphology, is reflected in ASL Signbank. (See also Global Signbank manual by 

Crasborn et al 2018) 

 
3.6.1. Sequential Morphology 

If a sign contains multiple morphemes which are realized sequentially, these 

sequential components are listed here. ASL has two main types of sequential 

morphology: compounding and affixation. A compounds is a single sign formed 

historically through the combination of two distinct signs (free morphemes) produced 

one after the other. In these cases, the two distinct signs are listed in this field. For 

example, in the entry for the compound sign DON’T-NEED the component signs NOT 

and NEED are listed in this field. Affixation occurs when a prefix or suffix (bound 

morphemes) are added to the beginning or end of a sign, resulting in a new sign with a 

distinct lexical meaning from the original sign. For example, the sign DON’T-WANT was 

historically formed through addition of a negative suffix (outward movement and wrist 

rotation) to the sign WANT. The signs WANT and DON’T-WANT are considered distinct 

lexical items. Affixation that adds grammatical information without creating a new lexical 

item (that is, inflectional morphology) does not warrant a distinct ASL Signbank entry. 

For example, the directional sign GIVEx does not receive multiple entries for different 

directions. 

 
3.6.2. Simultaneous Morphology 

Simultaneous morphology consists of changes to a sign’s form that are realized 

throughout the sign rather than before or after the base form. This type of morphology is 

more common in ASL than sequential morphology. An example of simultaneous 

morphology is numeral incorporation. A sign like TWO-WEEKS is composed of a 
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dominant handshape morpheme with the meaning “two” and a weak handshape and 

movement that contribute the meaning “week”.  

 
Morpheme gloss 
Meaning in this sign 

Blend Morphology 
Blend gloss 
Role in this sign 

 

3.7. Phonology 
Phonological coding in ASL Signbank follows ASL-LEX, which in turn is based on 

the Prosodic Model (PM; Brentari, 1998). In compound signs, codes refer to the 

properties of the initial free morpheme (or component derived from what was originally 

the initial free morpheme). Note that the phonological coding in ASL Signbank does not 

provide a complete phonological description of signs; there are contrastive elements 

that are not included for entries, e.g., direction of movement. This leads to situations in 

which signs that are distinct in form and meaning are identically coded for phonology in 

ASL Signbank (e.g., ACT and AGGRESSIVE, which differ only in direction of 

movement, a characteristic which is not coded here). 

 
3.7.1. Handedness 

ASL signs can be one or two-handed. When two-handed, they tend to conform to 

constraints referred to as the Symmetry and Dominance Conditions (Battison, 1978). 

According to the Symmetry Condition, signs for which both hands move must have the 

same or mirror image location and orientation, same handshape, and same 

(simultaneous or alternating) movement specifications. This type of sign is listed in ASL 

Signbank as SymmetricalOrAlternating (e.g., ACCEPT has symmetrical specifications 

and BICYCLE has alternating movement). Signs in which only one hand moves are 

referred to as Asymmetrical. When the two handshapes are the same in an 

asymmetrical sign, these signs are coded in ASL Signbank as 

AsymmetricalSameHandshape (e.g., BELIEVEb). According to the Dominance 
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Condition, when a two-handed sign has different specifications for the two handshapes, 

the sign must be asymmetrical (that is, only one hand can move), and the stationary 

hand is restricted to one of seven unmarked handshapes, coded in the “Nondominant 

handshape” field as 1, 5, A, B, C, O, and S. These signs are coded in ASL Signbank as 

AsymmetricalDifferentHandshape (e.g., COUNT). Finally, two-handed signs may be 

coded in ASL Signbank as Other when they violate either the Symmetry or Dominance 

Condition. Signs that violate the Symmetry Condition are those for which both hands 

move but have different handshapes (e.g., SIM-COM). Signs that violate the Dominance 

Condition are those for which the stationary hand has a handshape other than the 

seven unmarked handshapes (e.g., CHERRY). The possible values for Handedness in 

ASL Signbank are listed below: 

AsymmetricalDifferentHandshape 

AsymmetricalSameHandshape 

OneHanded 

Other (violates sym/dom conditions) 

SymmetricalOrAlternating 

 

3.7.2. WD 

Weak Drop (WD) is a phonological process in which a sign with a two-handed in 

citation form is produced as one-handed in a usage instance. Some signs can undergo 

this process and others cannot. Therefore the three possible values for this field are: 

Neutral 

Yes 

No 

 
3.7.3. WP 

Weak Prop (WP), the inverse of WD, is a phonological process in which a sign 

that is one-handed in citation form is produced as a SymmetricalOrAlternating 

two-handed sign in a usage instance. Some signs can exhibit this process and others 

do not. Therefore the three possible values for this field are: 
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Neutral 

Yes 

No 

 
3.7.4. Location - major 

Each sign is specified for only one major location. The possible locations are 

listed below, along with examples. Note that there does not need to be contact between 

the hand and location, either in phonological specification or in actual production. For 

each pair of examples, the first makes contact with the major location and the second 

does not (excluding neutral, for which there can never be contact with the body).  

arm (including wrist): e.g., TRASH, DOLPHINr 

body (signer’s torso): e.g., FANCY, EXERCISEpro 

hand: e.g., BEACHwig, BASIC 

head (including face): ALASKA, GROWN-UP 

neutral (signing space in front of the signer’s body): e.g., INSULT 

other 

NA 

 
3.7.5. Location - minor 1 and Location - minor 2 

Full description of a sign’s citation form requires specification of a more specific 

location within the major location. Minor locations are contrastive (e.g., APPLEx and 

ONION are both specified for the head as major location but are distinguished by minor 

location: CheekNose and Eye respectively). Monomorphemic signs are maximally 

specified for one major location but can display what is referred to in the PM as a setting 

change (Brentari, 1998). In a setting change, a sign moves from one minor location to 

another within a single major location. These fields also serve as a way to code the 

different locations in compounds (or signs historically derived from compounds, e.g., 

variants under the lemmas MAN and WOMAN), which may have components in more 

than one major location. Minor location values are listed below under their respective 
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major locations. For an example entry is given that exemplifies that minor location as 

minor location 1. 

 
Arm 

ElbowBack: e.g., POOR 

ElbowFront: e.g., BOOTSfa  

ForearmBack: e.g., GRASSHOPPER  

ForearmFront: e.g., BRIDGE 

ForearmUlnar: e.g., TEMPT 

UpperArm: e.g., HOSPITAL 

Body 

Clavicle 

Hips 

Neck: e.g., HAD-ENOUGH 

Shoulder: e.g., SPANISH 

TorsoBottom: e.g., BRAGy 

TorsoMid: e.g., MONKEY 

TorsoTop: e.g., CANADA 

Waist 

Hand 

FingerBack: e.g., VOCABULARY 

FingerFront: e.g., ART 

FingerRadial: e.g., MEAT 

FingerTip: e.g., HELICOPTERix  

FingerUlnar: e.g., TECH 

Heel:  

Palm: e.g., PALM 

PalmBack: e.g., NAKED 

WristBack: e.g., TIME 

WristFront: e.g., NURSE 

Head 

CheekNose: e.g., BEDbk 

Chin: e.g., AGE 

Eye: e.g., SHOCKED 

ForeHead: e.g., MIND-BLANK 

HeadTop: e.g., HAT 

Mouth: e.g., WHOmo 

UnderChin: e.g., FUCK-IT 

UpperLip: e.g., SNEEZEix 

Neutral 

Neutral: e.g., ETHICS 

Other 

Other 

NA 

 
3.7.6. Dominant hand - Selected Fingers 

ASL signs adhere to “the Finger Position Constraint” (Mandel, 1981) which limits 

the number of categories a handshape can specify for finger configurations to two. One 

group of fingers - called the selected fingers - can be specified for any configuration 

possible in ASL. The other group - the non-selected fingers - must be either fully 

extended or fully flexed/closed. This means, for example, that a handshape in which 

some fingers are specified as fully extended, some as partially extended, and some as 

fully flexed is impossible in ASL.  
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Since Mandel, various models have formalized this constraint in slightly different ways; 

all capture the notion that signs specify one category of phonologically salient fingers. 

ASL Signbank follows ASL-LEX’s and PM’s criteria for coding selected fingers. In signs 

with a handshape change or handshape-internal movement, the fingers that move are 

selected (e.g., index in QM). For signs without a handshape change or 

handshape-internal movement, if one set of fingers is partially flexed or partially 

extended (e.g., index in NEED), these fingers are considered selected and the set of 

fully flexed or fully extended fingers are considered non-selected. If neither of these 

criteria can be applied to distinguish between selected and non-selected fingers, the 

decision is made based on which fingers “appear foregrounded” (Caselli et al., 2017). 

For example in the sign ALONE, there is no handshape change or internal movement, 

one category of fingers (index) is fully extended, and the other category (middle, ring, 

and pinky) is fully flexed. Since neither group is partially extended/flexed, stacked, or 

crossed, applying these criteria does not differentiate selected from non-selected fingers 

in ALONE. However, the index finger appears foregrounded and is therefore coded as 

the selected finger.  

The PM model states that “in the majority of cases the thumb behaves like the 

other selected fingers...yet in some signs it operates as a semi-independent articulator” 

(Brentari, 1998, p. 113). In ASL-LEX and ASL Signbank, the thumb is coded as selected 

only when it is the only selected finger. For example, in MOON, both index and thumb 

are partially extended and middle, ring, and pinky are fully flexed. In this case, only 

index is coded as the selected finger. In the sign TEXT-PAGER, on the other hand, 

since thumb is the only moving/salient finger while the others are fully flexed and 

non-moving, thumb is coded as the selected finger. In asymmetrical two-handed signs, 

selected fingers are coded only for the dominant hand (e.g., middle is selected for 

ADVANTAGE). The full word “thumb” labels thumb as selected finger. The codes for the 

remaining fingers are each one letter: i = index, m = middle, r = ring, and p = pinky. All 

possible combinations of the four fingers, including each finger individually, are possible 

in this field with the exception of ir (index and ring), mp (middle and pinky), and rp (ring 
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and pinky), which are unattested in ASL. An example for each selected finger 

combination attested in ASL Signbank is given below: 

i: e.g., KEY 

m: e.g., DISCONNECT8 

r: e.g., VOLLEYBALLvb 

p: e.g., COW 

thumb: e.g., A-LITTLE-BIT 

im: e.g., BEAT 

ip: e.g., TENT 

mr: currently unattested in ASB 

mrp: e.g., DINNER 

imr: e.g., WORLD 

imrp: e.g., ADOPT 

 
3.7.7. Dominant hand - Flexion  

 
Following ASL-LEX and PM, flexion codes in ASL Signbank are categorical. That 

is, rather than providing a phonetic description of the flexion of individual joints, flexion 

codes describe nine categories of hand configurations that arise from combinations of 

flexion values of selected finger joints and configuration of the thumb in relation to the 

selected fingers. Selected finger joints may be “flat”, “bent”, or “curved.” In “flat” 

configurations, selected fingers are flexed at the metacarpal joints only. In “bent” 

configurations, the distal and proximal joints are flexed. “Curved” configurations are 

those in which the selected finger joints are partially flexed. The thumb can be either 

“closed”, in which case it contacts the fingers, or “open”, in which case it does not. 

These finger and thumb configurations combine to produce seven contrastive 

categories. Two additional joint configurations - crossing and stacking - provide the last 

two possible values in the Flexion field.  

When flexion changes due to handshape change or handshape-internal 

movement, only the initial state is coded. For asymmetrical two-handed signs, the 
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values given in this field reflect the dominant hand configuration only. Below, each 

contrastive category resulting from the finger and thumb configurations just presented, 

is described, and an example is given. The first seven are coded in ASL Signbank by a 

numerical label, and the last two are simply named Crossed and Stacked. 

1: fully open - finger joints fully extended and thumb unopposed, not contacting fingers 

(e.g., ABHOR) 

2: bent or closed - (e.g., BATTERY) 

3: flat open - metacarpal joints flexed, thumb not contacting fingers (e.g., GROWN-UP) 

4: flat closed - metacarpal joints fully flexed, thumb contacting selected or non-selected 

fingers (e.g., BUY) 

5: curved open - finger joints partially flexed, thumb not contacting fingers (e.g., HOT) 

6: curved closed - finger joints partially flexed, thumb contacting fingers (e.g., EIGHT) 

7: fully closed - finger joints fully flexed, thumb may or may not be contacting fingers 

(e.g., SHOES) 

Crossed (e.g., DONUTneut) - selected fingers crossed over one another (e.g., ROPE) 

Stacked (e.g., WORSE) - different flexion value for each selected finger (e.g., ALLOWp) 

 
3.7.8. Abduction change  

For signs with a handshape change in which the selected fingers move toward or 

away from one another in a sideward motion, entries appear with the value “yes” in the 

abduction change field (e.g., HAIRCUT). Entries for signs that do not have abduction 

change simply lack this field (e.g., VEGGIE). On the search page, the value options are 

listed as “True”, corresponding to “yes”, and “False”, which will return entries without 

this field. Abduction change is coded for the dominant hand only in asymmetrical 

two-handed signs. 

 
3.7.9. Flexion change 

When a handshape change involves flexion or extension of the selected finger 

joints, the “Flexion change” field appears with the value “yes” (e.g., VLOG). When 

flexion remains the same, this field does not appear in the sign entry (e.g., SHINY). On 
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the search page, the value options are listed as “True”, corresponding to “yes”, and 

“False”, which will return entries without this field. in asymmetrical two-handed signs, 

flexion change is coded for the dominant hand only. 

 
3.7.10. Nondominant Handshape 

See “Handedness” above for a description of the three types of two-handed signs 

and the symmetry and dominance conditions. For one-handed signs, 

SymmetricalOrAlternating, and SymmetricalSameHandshape signs, the “Nondominant 

Handshape” field appears with the value “N/A.” For AsymmetricalDifferentHandshape 

entries that follow the symmetry and dominance conditions, the nondominant 

handshape is limited to one of seven, named in the list below with example signs. 

1: e.g., AVOIDix 

5: e.g., POLICY 

A: e.g., TECH 

B: e.g., DOLLAR 

C: e.g., GET-IN 

O: e.g., QUIT 

S: e.g., APPOINTMENT 

 
3.7.11. Path movement  

ASL signs can be specified for one of four possible path movements: 

BackAndForth, Circular, Curved, or Straight. Each of these corresponds to a trajectory 

of the hand(s). A description of each of these path movements is provided below, along 

with examples. In addition to these four trajectories, the “Path movement” field can 

present two additional values: None and Other. These are also described below, and 

examples are presented. Path movements can be implemented by any joint in citation 

form except for the finger/thumb joints, which implement handshape internal 

movements.  

BackAndForth: alternating movement along a straight trajectory, e.g., ACCESS 

circular: a complete circular trajectory, e.g., BEER, BICYCLE, CRY 
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curved: curved trajectory that doesn’t complete a circular path, e.g., GOD, HOME 

straight: non-alternating movement along a straight trajectory, e.g., MAKE-UP, 

PASS-THROW 

none: no movement, e.g., ONE; handshape-internal movement only, e.g., 

A-LITTLE-BIT; or a change in orientation only e.g., FIVE-DOLLARS 

other: multiple trajectories (for multisyllabic signs and/or signs with sequential 

morphology), which can be either consecutive, e.g., CENTER, HOMEWORK, or 

simultaneous, e.g., LIST (which has both curved and straight movement 

simultaneously) 

3.8 Minimal Pairs 
Minimal pairs are signs which differ in only one phonological characteristic and have 

distinct meanings. For example, the signs ACT and AGGRESSIVE differ only in 

direction of movement and have distinct meanings. Therefore, these two signs compose 

a minimal pair. 

 
ID gloss 

The ID gloss of the other sign in the minimal pair appears in this field. 

Field name 

Source Sign Value 

Contrasting Sign Value 

 

3.9 Morphosyntax 
3.9.1. Word class 

Precise definitions of word class (also known as lexical category or part of 

speech) differ by theory, but broadly it can be defined as a category that corresponds to 

a lexical item’s grammatical role in a sentence. Many signs can be categorized as 

members of multiple word classes depending on context. In these cases, ASL Signbank 

research assistants choose which category they feel describes the primary use of that 

sign. Below are the options for this field, briefly described with examples for each. 
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Noun: signs that can be the subject or object of a sentence; often (but not 

always) refer to a person, place, thing, or idea (e.g., HOUSE, TEACHER). Signs 

derived through numeral incorporation for which the base sign is a noun are 

categorized as nouns (e.g., TWO-WEEKS, EIGHT-MONTHS). 

Adjective: signs that describe a property or attribute of a noun, such as color, 

size, or other characteristic (e.g., RED, THINsym, LOUSY). Signs derived 

through numeral incorporation for which the base sign is an adjective are 

categorized as adjectives (e.g., SIX-YEARS-OLD) 

Minor: signs that are part of closed classes, including prepositions, pronouns, 

and conjunctions; prepositions express location or temporal relationships (e.g., 

ON, UNTIL); pronouns are signs that refer to a person, thing, or concept that is 

already part of the discourse (e.g., IX) or possessive signs (e.g., POSS); 

conjunctions are signs that connect parts of sentences (e.g., ANDsym, BUT) 

Name: sign names for people or places (e.g., NEW-YORK)  

Noun/verb: When a sign’s usage seems evenly split between the noun and verb 

categories, it is coded as “noun/verb” (e.g., GESTURE). 

Number: numeral signs (e.g., ONE, TWO, etc.); this does not include numeral 

incorporation signs (e.g., TWO-WEEKS) or numeral adjectives (e.g., FIRSTth) 

Unsure 

Verb: usually signs that refer to an action or event (e.g., DANCE, STEAL) 

 
3.9.2 Lexical category 2 

When an ASL Signbank research assistant feels that a sign is strongly 

associated with more than one word class, whichever the research assistant feels is 

more secondary (less frequent) is entered under “Lexical category 2.” 

 
3.9.3. Lexical category notes 
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3.9.4. Derivation history 
Derivation history describes a word’s development via morphological processes 

(e.g., affixation, compounding) or other word-formation processes (e.g., borrowing from 

a foreign signed language, depiction).  

 
3.9.5. Type of iconicity 

Like other ASL Signbank fields, a precise definitions of iconicity are 

theory-dependent. In a very general way, iconicity can be defined as a resemblance 

between a sign’s form and an image to which it refers. Because iconic signs differ in the 

exact component of the image that corresponds to aspects of the form, the values in the 

“type of iconicity” field indicate what aspect of the image is iconically represented. 

N/A 
None 
Mimetic 
Mixed 
Perceptual 

3.10 Relations to Other Signs 
Signs can be related to one another in form, meaning, or both. Lemmatization 

reflects some of these relationships: signs with the same meaning that differ in one or 

two phonological aspects share a lemma and are differentiated by a tag (e.g., 

DOLPHINr and DOLPHINd). These are considered phonological variants and are 

cross-listed in ASL Signbank entries by the “Variant” relation. Other relationships 

between signs are not expressed by lemmatization, hence the need for the relations 

field. Below are the possible relations, their definitions, examples of each, and further 

explanations where needed. Because the usage of signs shifts over time and can differ 

between individuals and contexts, defining relations between signs is not always 

straightforward, and the relation listed in an entry may not be true for all signers.  

 

Homonym: a lexical item with identical form but distinct meaning (separate 

lemmas); e.g., ABOUTix and WHEN, BUT and DIFFERENT 
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Synonym: a lexical item with unrelated form (three or more phonological 

differences) but the same meaning; e.g., ADOPT and ACCEPT 

note: All signs have multiple senses that can depend on context. The “synonym” 

relation indicates that at least one sense of each sign is the same in at least 

some contexts. For the example given, ADOPT and ACCEPT can both be used 

in the sense of adopting a child. There are also senses of each sign that the 

other cannot express, such as the sense of taking over a position or role in a job 

for ADOPT and to come to terms with a situation for ACCEPT. Despite these 

non-overlapping senses, the shared meaning of “adopt a child” means these two 

signs are listed as synonyms. 

Variant: a lexical item with phonologically related form (only one or two 

phonological differences) and identical meaning (same lemma, differentiated by 

tags); e.g., DOLPHINr and DOLPHINd 

note: variants often differ by region or other socially-defined group distinctions 

(age, ethnicity, etc.). An individual signer may use multiple variants depending on 

the social situation or may use only a single variant in their own signing. Variants 

may also exist as initialized and non-initialized pairs (e.g., LANGUAGEl and 

LANGUAGEf).  

Antonym: a lexical item with the opposite meaning; e.g., OLD and YOUNG 

note: Just like with synonyms, two signs may be listed as antonyms even if this 

relation only holds for one of multiple possible senses for a sign. For example, 

the sign CONTINUE can be used in the sense of “permanent.” It is therefore 

listed as an antonym to the sign TEMPORARY, which can mean “temporary” or 

“short-term”. This relation is listed even though another possible meaning of 

CONTINUE, “continue”, is not opposite in meaning to TEMPORARY. STOP is 

also listed as an antonym of CONTINUE, since it is opposite in meaning to the 

“continue” meaning of CONTINUE. 

Hypernym: a lexical item that names a category into which a given entry’s sign 

falls; e.g., ANIMAL is a hypernym of the signs SHEEP, ZEBRA, and KITTEN. 
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Hyponym: a lexical item that names a member of a larger category; e.g., SHEEP 

is a hyponym of ANIMAL. 

See also: this is a miscellaneous category. Signs listed as “See also” may fall 

into the following categories, or be otherwise related in ways not listed here: 

easily confusable signs (e.g., BALLOONcc and BLOW-UP) 

signs that are part of an initialization paradigm - a group of signs differentiated 

only by handshape, where the handshape represents the first letter of an English 

translation of the represented concept (e.g., CLASS, GROUPg, and FAMILY; 

CULTURE, SITUATION, and ENVIRONMENTe; HONOR and RESPECT) 

 

signs that share iconic motivation (e.g., DRAW and the variants of WRITE - WRITEbo 

and WRITEo - iconically represent paper with the weak hand and the act of marking on 

the paper with the dominant hand) 

free morpheme components of a compound (e.g., WHY and NOT for WHY-NOT) 

free morphemes from which bound morphemes in a sign appear to derive (e.g., THINK 

and MIND for BELIEVEix; PERSONb for TEACHER) 

free morpheme components of signs formed through numeral incorporation (e.g., 

EIGHT and MONTH for EIGHT-MONTHS) 

near minimal pairs (e.g., COMPLETELY and ENOUGH) 

signs that otherwise have similar or related form and/or meaning but do not qualify for 

the other relations (e.g., BOTTLE and CUP; CALL-TTY and TEXT)  

Signs that are related through numeral incorporation (e.g., WEEK is listed as “See also” 

for TWO-WEEKS, THREE-WEEKS, etc.) 

 

Two signs may exist in multiple relations to one another. For example, the entry 

for WEEK is cross-listed as “See also” for the numeral incorporation signs 

ONE-WEEKS, TWO-WEEKS, etc. However, the form for WEEK and ONE-WEEKS is 

identical, so these signs are also cross-listed through the “Homonym” relation. Another 

example is the cross-listing between COINS and MONEYb. MONEYb is listed as 
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“Hypernym” for the entry COINS. Because the form of COINS is composed of the form 

MONEYb followed by a depicting handshape showing a small round object, MONEYb is 

also listed as “See also” for this entry. 

3.11. Relations to Foreign Signs 
Signs that are known to be borrowed from foreign signed languages have this 

information in this field.  

 
3.11.1. Loan 

If the sign is a “borrowed sign”, the value in this field is “True.” If not, the value in 

this field is “False.” 

 
3.11.2. Related language 

The origin language of the related foreign sign is named in this field. For example 

 
3.11.3. Gloss in related language 

The related sign’s gloss (likely represented by a word from the surrounding 

spoken language of the culture of the given foreign signed language) appears in this 

field. For example 

3.12. Frequency 
All signs that occur in the SLAAASh data are entered into ASL Signbank. 

However, signs found through other projects (e.g., the Philadelphia Signs Project and 

GUDA) are also entered, as well as signs suggested by individuals. The “Frequency” 

field presents the number of times a given sign appears in the SLAAASh data only.  

 
3.12.1 Number of occurrences  

This field gives a count of the sign’s occurrences out of the total number of signs 

produced in the SLAAASh data. For example, if a sign appears 10 times in the 

SLAAASh data, and the total number of signs annotated for the SLAAASh data so far is 

1,000, the value in this field would appear as “.01”, equal to 10/1,000. The SLAAASh 

data are linked to ASL Signbank so that the total number of signs and number of 
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occurrences of individual signs update automatically, changing the value in this field 

accordingly. 

Lexical items are entered in ASL Signbank regardless of morphological and 

post-lexical phonological processes. This means that a sign like WAIT is annotated as 

WAIT regardless of whether it occurs in citation form or in an aspectual form, for 

example. If WAIT occurs once in citation form and once in an aspectual form, its total 

number of occurrences would be counted as 2.  

 
3.12.2 Number of signers 

The number of participants who use a sign at least once in the SLAAASh data 

appears in this field. For example, if one participant uses the sign WAIT 10 times, and a 

second participant uses the sign WAIT 1 time, the value in this field will appear as 2. 

3.13. Publication Status 
This subsection presents metadata about a given entry creation. 

 

Creation Date: month, day, and year the entry was first created 

Creator: the researcher who first created the entry 

In Web Dictionary: if the entry is “published,” meaning it appears in the public 

view of ASL Signbank, the value here is “Yes.” If not, the value is “No.” 

Proposed new sign: When an entry is first created and has not yet been 

approved, the value here appears as “Yes.” After approval, it appears as “No.” 

Exclude from ECV: For purposes of annotation for projects like SLAAASh, there 

is an Elan Controlled Vocabulary (ECV) that restricts values that can be entered 

in the annotation fields to ID glosses listed in ASL Signbank. If an entry does not 

appear in the ECV, the value here is “Yes.” Otherwise, it is “No.” 

3.14. Notes 
This field provides an opportunity to present additional information about an entry 

that is not contained in any of the above fields, to clarify information given in another 
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field, or for research assistants to discuss potential issues with an entry. Notes may be 

checked as “published”, meaning that they will appear in the publicly available web 

dictionary view of ASL Signbank. Published notes provide information on usage (such 

as regional usage) or clarification on information in another field. Other notes, such as 

questions about a citation form, problems with an assigned IDgloss, or other issues that 

need to be addressed by the research team are unpublished and appear only in the 

private view which requires a login. Notes are signed with the initials of the team 

member who added them, in case clarification is needed. If a flag is added (see section 

“Flags” below) to indicate a problem with an entry, a corresponding note should be 

added to explain the reason for the flag. Depending on the topic of the note, it is 

categorized as one of the following: 

About entry content: Notes that clarify or expand upon information provided in 

another field fall into this category. For example, the entry for DISSOLVE is 

cross-listed with FREEZE by the value “Antonym” in the “Relations to Other 

Signs” field. To clarify that this relationship refers specifically to the meaning 

“melt” for this sign (as opposed to the meaning “dissolve”), a note is added that 

reads “Antonym" relationship with FREEZE is for meaning "melt" of this sign.” 

ID gloss change: When an entry’s IDgloss is changed, this information is 

recorded as an “ID gloss change” note, ideally including the reason for the 

change. For example, the entry for BOOTSbb contains the note “Used to be 

BOOTS. Changed to BOOTSbb. Added tag to satisfy ID gloss principles because 

phonological variant.”  

ID gloss issue: Notes relating to an entry’s ID gloss are given here. These may 

point out a problem with an ID gloss if, for example, the same sign is entered 

under two separate ID glosses or two signs are entered under separate lemmas 

but should actually be categorized as phonological variants under the same 

lemma. However, notes here may point out other things related to ID glosses 

which are not necessarily problems and can record discussions the team has 

had about a given entry. For example, a not for the entry BUT reads “Discussed 
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whether BUT and DIFFERENT are different forms. Concluded that BUT usually 

has one repetition with both hands moving away from each other, and 

DIFFERENT can have multiple repetitions and one hand can remain in place.” 

Photo comment: If a photo shows the wrong sign/does not match with the video, 

movement indicated in the picture is inaccurate, etc., a photo comment is added. 

Usage notes: 

Video comment: 

Misc.: 

 

3.15. Other Media 
 

3.16 Tags 
Whole entries can be tagged. In “edit view”, tags appear at the very top of the 

entry. Our current tag list is as follows:  

 
These are often used with new entries to mark that filming needs to occur.  

If an ASL Signbank entry is tagged to mark problems with the entry (e.g., 

“NeedToDiscussWithTeam”, “sign:IDgloss problematic doesnotfollowconventions”, 
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“video: wrong sign”, etc), then additional information should be added to the notes 

section with initials of who added the note for possible follow-up discussion.  
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4. SLAASh Annotation Conventions 

 When glossing signs, sometimes it is not enough to just pick written equivalents 

to represent signs. Sometimes additional codes are needed to represent certain 

language patterns. For example, many signed languages have different sign types like 

plain verbs, indicating verbs, depicting verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, name 

signs, fingerspelling, compounds, etc.  Researchers can explicitly label these categories 

with codes in the ID glosses themselves so they can search for these types in the data. 

 To provide a few examples of some of those sign types, Figure 4 is an utterance 

in ASL which can be translated as “Hello, I’m Raychelle.” 

 

HELLO    IX_1 FS 

 (Raychelle) 

FS (cont) NS 

 (Raychelle) 

 Figure 4. ASL utterance, “Hello, I’m Raychelle” 

 

Figure 4 features different signs that can be members of certain categories in ASL. For 

example, the speaker in the pictures above points to herself before she says her name. 

This pointing is known as a pronoun in ASL. Different sign language research groups 

code pronouns in different ways. Some examples are: IX_1, IX(self), PRO1, PRO(self), 
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PT1 (please note that IX is short for ‘index’, PRO for ‘pronoun’ and PT for ‘point’). Then 

the speaker introduces herself as ‘Raychelle’ in two ways - first, she provides her 

English name in fingerspelling and then she provides her ASL name using a namesign. 

Across different groups, fingerspelled words can be coded as: R-A-Y-C-H-E-L-L-E or 

#RAYCHELLE or FS(Raychelle). Name signs can be coded as: NS(Raychelle), 

NAMESIGN-Raychelle, NS_Raychelle.  Our annotation convention in our eaf is to place 

the code for the type of production (FS, NS, etc.) on the main annotation tier and to 

place further description (“Raychelle”) on an appendix tier enclosed in parentheses. 

(Eventually these – the code and the information enclosed in parentheses- may be 

combined during analyses in which the researcher wants to see them combined. But 

this will not happen in the archival eafs which will be shared with others and basically 

retains the original tier structure and annotation conventions intended to provide access 

to the primary data). In our conventions, it is also important to note capitalization 

conventions. For proper nouns, the initial letter is capitalized as in standard English. 

Common nouns remain entirely lower-case, again as in standard English. Abbreviations 

and pseudonyms are entirely capitalized. 

 Since conventions vary depending on decisions of each research group (which 

may differ based on research goals and theoretical biases), it is crucial to explicitly 

record how one transcribes certain patterns in language by developing lists of 

conventions. These lists also help ensure consistency in how the same data is 

represented. There are some established transcription conventions, which can be found 

in publications discussing signed language research. 

4.1. Common practices 
 Although conventions vary, there are a few common practices. The first is that 

most signs are capitalized in glosses, such as NAME instead of ‘name’. Another 

common practice is to hyphenate more than one written word for one single sign, e.g., 

NOT-YET is a gloss that uses two English words to represent one ASL sign . Finally, 

transcribing using glosses is not like writing using standard English. Punctuation 
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symbols that usually accompany the text, such as periods, commas and apostrophes, 

do not have a place in transcription unless they have specific coding functions.  The 

ends of the sentences (or utterances) in transcripts are usually left blank; there are no 

periods at the end of those units. Commas are not used to separate items in lists or 

connect two sentences. If there are any punctuation symbols, they have a certain 

function, much like the hyphen mentioned earlier which serves to connect more than 

one English word that represents one ASL sign. 

(see Cormier et al, 2016 for a report from the “Digging into signs” workshop 

where emerging annotation standards are discussed.)  

4.2. SLAASh-specific conventions 

4.2.1. Bound morphemes 

 One example of where bound morphemes can be found is in numeral 

incorporation, in which the quantifiable unit is usually represented by phonological 

aspects like placement, movement and orientation and the numeral is represented by 

the handshape. For example, in ASL, “eighth place” can be represented by moving the 

hand as if producing the sign for IN-PLACE  but with the handshape from the 

sign EIGHT.  

 For SLAAASh, we will not distinguish bound morphemes. That is, signs will be 

assigned single ID glosses despite the complexity of their meaning. To represent the 

form of the example just provided in the transcript, we would use EIGHTH to represent 

the numerally incorporated sign. 

 

4.2.2. Buoys 

 “Signers frequently produce signs with the weak hand that are held in a 

stationary configuration as the strong hand continues producing signs. Semantically 

they help guide the discourse by serving as conceptual landmarks as the discourse 
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continues. Since they maintain a physical presence that helps guide the discourse as it 

proceeds I am calling them buoys” (Liddell, 2003, 223). In other words, buoys are forms 

that are intentionally left on the weak hand for meaning or reference while the other 

hand (the strong hand ) produces other signs. There are five different kinds of buoys. 3

Each are described briefly along with how they should be annotated. 

 A “list buoy” is used to represent a list of items. Each extended finger on the 

weak hand is used to represent one item on a list. For example, this signer 

 has extended the thumb and index finger on her weak hand to form a list 

that she is referring back to in her narrative. The list buoy has an annotation ID gloss, 

BUOY-LIST, that is tagged with codes for each finger \timrp\ (t= thumb, i=index, 

m=middle, r=ring, and p=pinky). For this particular form, the gloss would be 

BUOY-LIST\ti\ for the left hand while the right hand is annotated as a pronoun that 

refers to the second item on the list buoy (described in a later subsection). In the 

annotation file, BUOY-LIST goes on the left hand tier while \ti\ goes on the left hand’s 

append tier. (Note, if we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as BUOY-LIST\ti\) 

 A “fragment” buoy is part of a lexical sign that has been left on the weak hand 

after production to maintain its presence in discourse while the strong hand continues to 

produce other signs. A “depicting” buoy is similar to a fragment buoy except depicting 

buoys are remnants of depicting signs. Both fragment and depicting buoys are marked 

by the length of the annotations themselves. Since the sign is held longer than usual, 

the annotation [_] is appended to the sign (see more on this below). Otherwise, there is 

no special annotation for these buoys; rather, annotation fields in ELAN will indicate that 

these signs have been held longer while other signs are produced on the strong hand. 

An example is shown in figure 5. 

 Figure 5. Screenshot of ELAN transcript with depicting buoy example 

3 In signing, the strong hand is the hand that is active (also known as dominant) while 
the weak hand is passive (also known as non-dominant). 
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 NOTE: tier structure and conventions are slightly different from ours 

  
In figure 5 above, there is an annotation on the left hand tier with the gloss 

DS(receiving-paper)[_]. See later subsection for our tier structure and how depicting 

verbs are coded. What is important here is the length of the annotation on the left hand 

tier. The annotation lasts for a bit more than 3 seconds, which is a long time for a sign 

(which is usually produced in less than half a second). The left hand is serving as a 

depicting buoy here in order to keep the idea of the paper in place while the right hand 

(the strong hand) is producing different signs. 

 In short, we do not directly code for fragment or depicting buoys but will let the 

lengths of annotation fields indicate their presence in the discourse. If annotators wish 

to note the presence of these buoys then they can make a note on the relevant 

participant’s comments tier or they should be coded on a different tier dedicated to 

marking buoys. 

 A “theme buoy” takes the form of an extended index finger that is pointing up, like 

this . Theme buoys signify that “something important” is being discussed. The theme 

buoys themselves become the important ideas. Since this form is consistent, it will 

receive an ID gloss, specifically BUOY-THEME. 

 A “pointer buoy” also takes the form of an extended index finger but instead of 

pointing up, it points to the discourse itself . Pointer buoys indicate that something 

important is going to be discussed or has been discussed in the discourse itself. Since 

this form is consistent, it will receive an ID gloss, specifically BUOY-POINTER. 

  

4.2.3. Compounds 

 A compound is a word formation process in which two existing words are 

combined together to create a new sign, often with a meaning that is unpredictable from 

analyzing the meaning of the first two signs. While the compound retains the forms of 

the original two signs, the phonological forms of both are significantly different from the 
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originals. For example,  shows two signs that have been combined to create 

a new meaning. That is, the two signs GOOD and ENOUGH have been combined into a 

single sign that has a new meaning, specifically “not good enough”.  Another example is 

the ASL sign for “parents”, which was derived from compounding the two ASL signs 

MOTHER and FATHER. Our ID gloss for this form, however, is PARENTS. 

In short, these compounded forms will not receive special annotation symbols but 

will be labeled with unique ID glosses, e.g., GOOD-ENOUGH and PARENTS. 

  
4.2.4. Contracted signs 

 Similar to compounded signs, sometimes two existing words are produced as if 

they were one sign. The difference between a compounded sign and a contracted sign 

seems to lie in the meaning. The meaning appears to not be analyzable in compounds. 

That is, the meaning is not predictable. While in contracted signs, the meaning results 

from the combination of the two. This is a very simplified way of talking about the two 

types of word formation and may not entirely be accurate. For our purposes, it does not 

really matter. When we come across signs like WILL GO or WHY NOT or NOT NEED in 

which the first sign (WILL; WHY; NOT respectively) is reduced to a single segment 

(often a contacting hold) and the second sign (GO; NOT; NEED respectively) is 

articulated in full (that is - all segments are retained in the production, although still 

subject to alternation like any production), we will represent them in a single annotation 

field with unique ID glosses, e.g., WILL-GO, WHY-NOT, NOT-NEED. 

  

4.2.5. Depicting signs 

 Depicting signs (also known as classifier predicates or polycomponential signs) 

are signs of depiction, those that make “ideas present in discourse” (Dudis, 2014, 

personal communication). Or, as Liddell (2003) says, “Depicting verbs, like verbs in 

general, encode meanings related to actions and states. What distinguishes depicting 
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verbs from other verbs is that, in addition to their encoded meanings, these verbs also 

depict certain aspects of their meanings” (261). 

 Depicting signs will be annotated with the specific code DS, along with a form 

label motivated by handshape, and then further specified by a descriptive tag. The DS 

code and form label are consistent (a full list is in ASL Signbank). The descriptive tag is 

placed on an appendix tier, and simply describes what is being depicted. 

 To create descriptive tags on an appendix tier, first identify the object 

represented by the hand configuration, then the action or state, surface (if any) and 

manner (if any). For example, suppose a signer produces the following: the right hand 

has a handshape in which all fingers are extended and unspread and facing down, and 

the hand moves in a straight path parallel with the left hand which is facing down. We 

can say that the right hand is representing some kind of vehicle (object) and is moving 

down a path (action) on top of a surface (left hand). It would be annotated as such: 

ASL right hand: DS_3 

ASL RH append: (vehicle-move-down-path) 

  
 Sometimes, there are gestures or body actions that cannot be represented by 

specific annotation ID glosses, or even specific depicting signs. They seem like 

instances of depiction but do not have handshapes that are typically associated with 

ASL depicting signs (the “classifier predicates”). These are instances of constructed 

action - in which the signer re-enacts reactions or actions in discourse. For those, we 

will recognize that they are a part of depiction but will not further code them. These will 

receive one singular label - DS(ca) which can be put on the right hand, left hand, and/or 

nms tiers (following the production of the signer). While these instances of constructed 

action will not get specific descriptions on these tiers, they can be described in the free 

translation tier. For instance, if we have a signer pretending to eat (and she uses her 

right hand), we put DS(ca) in a single annotation on the right hand tier. In the free 

translation tier, we can put something like “And I was pretending to eat like this…”. 

(Note, if we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as DS_label(meaning).) 
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4.2.6. False starts 

 In normal discourse, people often start talking/signing but stop themselves for 

different reasons. These “false starts” can be further categorized into 5 sub-types as 

listed in Chen Pichler et al (2010)... 

We use modified CHAT symbols to indicate when sign ... is interrupted 

(either by the signers/speakers themselves or by other participants) or 

when it “trails off.” Note that because tokenization of the [annotations] 

creates individual annotations each time a space is detected, notational 

symbols must be typed directly adjacent to the preceding word/sign, with 

no intervening space. Interruptions by others are notated by a single 

forward slash (/) (e.g., MOTHER WANT/), while self-interruptions are 

notated by two forward slashes (//). Slash notations enclosed within 

square brackets are also used for re- tracing, or in cases when 

participants restart an utterance: [/] retracing without correction [//] 

retracing with correction [///] retracing with reformulation (p. 21-22). 

 Instead of placing the notational symbols directly adjacent to the 

preceding word/sign, we place the notational symbols on an appendix tier in 

order to preserve the annotation ID gloss and therefore the ECV link to ASL 

Signbank. Example: 

ASL right hand: MOTHER WANT 

ASL RH append: // 

 

(Note, if we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as SIGN/, etc.) 

4.2.7. Fingerspelling 

 Many signed languages have a set of manual signs used to represent individual 

letters in the majority spoken/written language. ASL has a set of 26 signs that represent 

the corresponding 26 letters in the Roman alphabet, used by many European 
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languages like English, French, Kreole and Spanish. Produced in isolation (i.e., in 

demonstration form), these manual signs have their own ID glosses, e.g., LETTER-A, 

LETTER-B, LETTER-C and so on. When these signs are combined together to 

fingerspell a word, then they are labeled with this code: FS(fingerspelled-term). The 

generic label “FS” is placed on the normal transcription tier, and the fingerspelled word 

is placed on an appendix tier. For example, if a person fingerspells his name “Diego”, 

the label in the transcript would look like this: 

ASL right hand: FS 

ASL RH append: (Diego) 

The label represents the concept that is expressed regardless of what is actually 

produced. When fingerspelling (particularly in rapid fingerspelling), forms can be altered 

for ease of perception or articulation. These alterations in form can be captured in a 

separate tagging phase, not in the ID glosses on the right and left hand tiers. (Note, if 

we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as FS(intended-fingerspelled-word). 

  
4.2.8. Fingerspelling plus sign 

 Sometimes signers will fingerspell and sign together to represent a single 

concept. For example “give up” can be produced as SACRIFICE FS(up) and “Dropbox” 

as DROP FS(box) and “nickname” as FS(nick) NAME. In these cases, we will represent 

the signs as ID glosses with the ASL sign glossed like its counterpart (if already existing 

in the ASL Signbank) and with the FS bit altered for this special case. To avoid 

confusion with our current convention FS(meaning), FS will be a part of the gloss 

without any parentheses enclosing the meaning. And, these glosses will be entered into 

a single annotation field and hyphenated (like the multi-word English glosses), e.g., 

SACRIFICE-FSup; DROP-FSbox, and FSnick-NAME.  
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4.2.9. Held signs 

 Sometimes productions of signs are perceived as being held longer than 

expected. If an annotator feels that a sign has been held long (note, this is a subjective 

evaluation) then [_] is input on the associated tier, e.g.: 

ASL right hand: SIGN 

ASL RH append: [_] 

  
For example, this often happens at the end of utterances when a signer holds the last 

postural segment of a sign while the other person responds. (Note, if we refer to this 

situation in prose, we will type it as SIGN[_].) 

  
4.2.10. Homonyms 

 A homonym is a form that has multiple meanings (which can be unrelated). For 

example, in English, the word “light” can refer to a source of illumination or to the fact 

that something is not heavy. Determining whether signs are actually homonyms can be 

difficult. We will generally follow the principle that the same form with multiple unrelated 

meanings should get different ID glosses. We will consider potential homonyms on a 

case by case basis. (Also see the section on p.11 regarding signs with the same form 

but different meanings.) 

  
4.2.11. Indicating/directional/agreeing verbs 

 Like pronouns, indicating verbs are signs that point to (indicate) their referents 

(Liddell, 2003). Unlike pronouns, these verbs have more meaningful content than just 

reference. These verbs indicate some certain activity along with their referents. For 

example, in ASL, I can point the sign for “give” from myself to another person to mean, 

“I gave (this) to that person.” The directionality of the verb can be used to indicate the 

doer and the receiver of actions. These verbs will receive their own ID glosses without 

annotation to mark their directionality as outlined by principles in these guidelines. Their 
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referents can be specified in the free translation tier or in other tiers added by other 

research projects/researchers. 

  
4.2.12. Interjections 

 Interjections are somewhat conventionalized manual and non-manual actions 

that express emotions or discourse markers in “short bursts”.  Interjections typically 

occur not within sentences but at their boundaries or in isolation between sentences. 

This type of meaningful unit will be labeled with the code i(interjection). For example, 

(in which the signer is moving his head up and down) will be glossed as i(yes). Note that 

this example is of a non-manual action so it should be put on the NMS tier for SLAAASh 

eafs. A full list will be maintained in the ID gloss list. There is a closed set of possible 

interjections. Interjection codes are treated the same as regular SIGN glosses – they 

simply are of the slightly different form starting with “i” and containing parentheses. 

  

4.2.13. Lexical signs 

 Lexical signs are conventionalized units in a language. “fully-lexical signs are 

highly conventionalised signs in both form and meaning in the sense that both are 

relatively stable or consistent across contexts” (11, Johnston 2011). Lexical signs are 

what one might expect to see in a dictionary for that language. These forms are 

represented by ID glosses and maintained in ASL Signbank. Principles of ID glossing 

and lemmatization are listed above. 

  
4.2.14. Mouthing 

 In signed discourse, a speaker may choose to mouth a spoken word (without any 

voicing) during a signed utterance without any accompanying sign. These instances are 

labeled with the code m(mouthed-word) on the “NMS” tier, with the mouthed word listed 

in the parentheses. For example, if someone mouths “on” during the signed utterance 

that means “leave the light on”, the glossed units will look like this: LEAVE LIGHT on the 

right and left hand tiers with m(on) on the NMS append tier. A full translation of this can 
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be provided in “free translation”. Note that mouthing accompanying manual signs is not 

annotated. 

  
4.2.15. Name signs 

 Name signs are individual signs given to people. These signs can be related to 

their spoken names or created based on a different set of attributes (physical, cultural, 

etc). Name signs are not consistent for people with the same spoken names. That is, all 

men named James will not have the same name sign because of their spoken name but 

will have individual name signs. In the transcripts, this type of sign will be labeled with 

the code: NS and the referent will be indicated on the appropriate append tier, similar to 

FS, DS, and m. For example, if a man named James Hochgesang has a unique name 

sign, the form will be glossed as: 

ASL right hand: NS 

ASL RH append: (JamesHochgesang) 

 More commonly, the individual referenced would have a pseudonym used to 

refer to them throughout the corpus, and that pseudonym would instead be placed 

inside the parentheses e.g., (JH) on the ASL RH append tier for the above example. 

 For signs that identify places, institutions or organizations (e.g., CHICAGO, 

GALLAUDET), they will be represented by ID glosses rather than the NS code. (Note, if 

we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as NS(name-sign).) 

  
4.2.16. New ID gloss needed 

 ID gloss lists or databases are always growing. There will be the need to 

constantly check the list and add entries. If a sign production in any transcript has not 

yet received an ID gloss, the annotator can suggest one and put ~ before the gloss, 

e.g., ~SUGGESTED-GLOSS (or ~NEED-GLOSS in case the annotator does not know 

what to put). They should follow procedures for how to share the needed ID glosses as 

listed above.  
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4.2.17. Pointing signs 

 There are sets of signs that refer to other things, known as pronouns. In many 

signed languages, these pronouns take the following form: the index finger is extended 

while all other fingers are flexed and the tip of the index finger is pointed towards its 

referent (this affects movement and palm orientation). IX (short for “index”) will be used 

to represent this form followed by what is referred to in parentheses, like so: 

ASL right hand: IX 

AS: RH append: (referent) 

For instance, if a signer points to a tree, we annotate this as “IX” on the tier for 

whichever hand the signer is pointing with (right or left), and as “(tree). If the signer 

points to themself, we annotate this as IX_1 (which is an ID gloss in itself). If the 

referent cannot be identified, we can just annotate using IX. For signs that refer to 

locations, we can identify the location itself, e.g., (Starbucks), or use a more general 

description on the append tier, like these: (there), (off-camera), (loc). (Note, if we refer 

to this situation in prose, we will type it as IX(referent).) 

 Sometimes this pointing sign can be produced with an arc, that will be 

represented as IXarc on the hand tier, with the referents listed in parentheses on the 

append tier e.g., (scattered-blocks). 

 Sometimes people will point to different parts of the same item like a mother 

pointing at the different pictures on the same page in a book. “dpo” can be used as a 

shorthand for “different part of” while specifying the referent of an IX using the relevant 

append tier, e.g., (book) (dpo-book) (dpo-book2) etc.  

 Sometimes a pointing sign can also trace. A common scenario is a parent tracing 

a shape in a book. Those will be represented as IXtracing, with the referent in 

parentheses on the append tier as in previous examples. 

 When a pointing sign becomes a tapping action, first represent the sign as IX in 

the first annotation field, specifying the referent as usual and then annotate the tapping 

on the participant’s comments tier as an action, following our action conventions e.g., 

“&=taps”. 
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4.2.18. Possessive pronouns 

 Possessive pronouns are a subset of pronouns. Like the pronouns introduced 

above, possessive pronouns also point to their referents. The difference between the 

pronouns above and here are both in form and meaning. In form, all fingers are 

extended and unspread, the movement is usually a straight path, and 

placement/orientation are determined by directionality (that is, the sign will point to its 

referent and that determines the actual beginning and end locations and orientation of 

the form). In meaning, the possessive pronoun indicates that something belongs to 

someone, e.g., in English, her/his/their act as possessive pronouns: “her baby”, “his 

video”, “their home”. 

 We will start with the code of POSS (short for “possessive”) with the referent on 

the relevant append tier, as in previous sections, like so: 

ASL right hand: POSS 

ASL RH append: (referent) 

  
For instance, if a signer points a possessive pronoun away from themself like 

 and then signs TREE, we annotate this as: 

ASL right hand: POSS TREE 

ASL RH append: (off-camera) 

(Note “off-camera” is used because we do not know what the referent is since it is not 

visible in the picture. This happens sometimes on camera when the referent is 

off-camera. “Off-camera” (or “oc” can be used for this situation. Otherwise, names or 

brief descriptors should be used.) (Note, if we refer to this situation in prose, we will type 

it as POSS(Julie), POSS(off-camera), etc.) 
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The conventions for POSS are similarly followed for SELF and HONORIFIC 

 

4.2.19. Repeated signs 

 If a sign is repeatedly produced in entirety (repeated once or more than once, as 

is common when producing each repetition in different locations), it is fully annotated as 

many times as the sign is repeated. 

  
4.2.20. Repetition in sign 

 Some signs are produced with more than one “cycle” of segments. For example, 

BALL is produced with the hands coming together to make contact at the fingertips - this 

is one cycle. This cycle can be repeated by moving the hands back to the beginning 

position and moving again so that the fingers are in contact once again. Many ASL 

signs show repetition like this. If there are signs that appear to have unusually short or 

long repetition, the code [+] on the append tier will mark this, e.g.: 

ASL right hand: SIGN 

ASL RH append: [+] 

(Note, if we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as SIGN[+].) 

  
4.2.21 Signs from another signed language 

Sometimes signers will produce signs that are from another signed language. For 

example, I could sign “interesting” from BSL during an ASL conversation (perhaps I’m 

code-switching or perhaps I’m demonstrating my knowledge of another language). 

These will be labeled as ABBREVIATION-OF-SIGNEDLANGUAGE(meaning), e.g., 

BSL(interesting).  

 

4.2.22. Unclear signs 

 For signs that the annotator cannot confidently identify, they will type the ID gloss 

for the sign they are fairly sure is the target and annotate [?] on the relevant append tier 

like so: 
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ASL right hand: SIGN 

ASL RH append: [?] 

If there is an alternative possibility, it will be added after the code =? in brackets, all on 

the append tier like so: 

ASL right hand: SIGN 

ASL RH append: [=?ALTERNATIVE] 

(Note, if we refer to this situation in prose, we will type it as SIGN[?] or 

SIGN[=?ALTERNATIVE).) 

  
If the annotator cannot venture a guess as to what the sign means, YYY will be 

used if the form can be observed, XXX if it cannot, with no accompaniment on the 

append tiers in either case. If an annotator glosses YYY, phonetic information should be 

entered on the relevant pho tier (e.g., “ASL right hand pho” for the right hand). For 

instances of XXX, signing is often mostly off-camera or a signers back is to the camera 

such that the annotator could tell that the person was signing, but had no idea what they 

might be signing. 

4.3. Tier Structure 
 While glossing itself is a form of annotation, there are other types of annotation 

possible. For example, ID glosses can be further coded for word class (noun, verb, 

adjective, etc) or grammatical role (subject, object). Other types of information can be 

identified in separate annotation passes such as nonmanual signal behavior. 

 For our project SLAAASh, the following tiers are annotated: ASL produced on 

right and left hands, corresponding “pho” (for phonological) tiers, nonmanual signals 

(strictly for mouthing and nonmanual gestures produced without any accompanying 

signs), corresponding “append” (for appendix) tiers for each hand, free translation, 

comments, ASL feedback, ASL syntactic unit, English. These tiers are re-produced for 

each participant on the video. Each tier is described below. 
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  Purpose of each tier 

Comments Annotations on this tier are for any aspects of the data that the annotator 

wishes to observe for future reference. Possible observations include: 

phonological alternations, morphological processes, questions about the 

ID glosses, and so on. 

ParticipantComments This tier is intended to capture specific comments for each participant. 

There will be a comment tier for “child1”, “adult1” and so on. 

Left Hand Annotations on this tier are to be time-aligned with linguistic behavior of 

the left hand. Annotations are limited to individual sign units. 

Left Hand Pho The annotator can add notes about any interesting phonological behavior 

exhibited on the left hand. 

LH append Annotations on this tier correspond to annotations on the Left Hand tier. 

The annotator can add specifications about particular types of or 

alternations to linguistic form (e.g., FS, NS, IX, POSS, [+], //). 

Right Hand Annotations on this tier are to be time-aligned with linguistic behavior of 

the right hand. Annotations are limited to individual sign units. 

Right Hand Pho The annotator can add notes about any interesting phonological behavior 

exhibited on the right hand. 

RH append Annotations on this tier correspond to annotations on the Right Hand tier. 

The annotator can add specifications about particular types of or 

alternations to linguistic form (e.g., FS, NS, IX, POSS, [+], //). 

NMS This tier will be used for the annotation of non-manual gestures or 

interjections as well as nonverbal mouthings when there is no 

accompanying manual sign. 

ASL Feedback After the annotator has completed ASL for all participants on the video, 

someone else in the team will proof the annotations and provide 

feedback on this tier. 

ASL Syntactic Unit Annotations on this tier is for the use of people doing later analysis such 

as MLU or IPSyn, if they want to offer a different interpretation of the 
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signs or the utterance breaks in order to use that interpretation for their 

analyses. 

Free translation Annotations on this tier indicate the annotator’s determination of the 

duration of the utterance. English translations of the signed utterances 

are provided here. 

English If there is any English, it will be represented on this tier. 

 

Table 1. Purpose of each tier in ELAN template 

All .eafs will use this tier schema. Annotators should create new .eafs using the 

SLAAASh template. 

 

4.3.1. Comments 

 Annotations on this tier are for any aspects of the data that the annotator wishes 

to observe for future reference. Possible observations include: phonological 

alternations, morphological processes, questions about the ID glosses, and so on.  

 
4.3.2. Right and left hand 

 Signs (including gestures) that are produced on either right or left hand will be 

annotated in the transcript. Each hand receives its own tier since timing of sign duration 

can differ. The annotation field for an individual sign begins when most or all of the 

following criteria are met: hand has formed its configuration for the sign, hand is not 

blurry, and hand has just changed direction. The annotation field for an individual sign 

ends when most or all of the following are met: hand has started to change its 

configuration for the next sign or relaxes, hand is blurry and in transition to the next 

sign, and hand is about to change direction. 

  

4.3.3. Right and left hand pho 

 “Pho” is short for “phonological”. This tier is used to capture any observations 

about the phonological form of the sign. If you are prone to making these kinds of 
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observations (e.g., second hand has been added, handshape has been changed, etc.) 

then it’s worth leaving this tier visible. If you do not, then you can hide the tier by 

right-clicking on the tier name. 

  

4.3.4. Right and left hand append 

 “Append” is short for “appendix”. This tier captures specific information relating to 

the general forms (as described above in this document) of FS, NS, DS, IX, POSS, 

SELF [+], [_], [?], and so on. 

  

4.3.5. NMS 

 “NMS” is short for “non-manual signal”. This tier captures communication that 

occurs usually on the face, such as head nods and head shakes as well as mouthings 

that don’t accompany a sign. 

 

4.3.6. ASL Feedback 

 After the annotator has completed ASL for all participants on the video, someone 

else in the team will proof the annotations and provide feedback on this tier.  This tier 

can also be used by annotators to request feedback by asking for someone to “check” a 

particular sign or utterance. Annotators should include their initials when requesting 

feedback so that we know where the comment came from. 

  

4.3.7. Free translation 

 Annotations on this tier match the duration of complete thoughts on the video. 

The annotation length will usually be longer than the annotations on the right and left 

hand tiers. Approximate English translations of the signed text are provided here. 

 

4.3.8. English 

 If there is any English, it will be represented on this tier. Conventions for 

representing English will be available in another manual. 
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5. SLAASh Data Organizing and Archiving 

Practices 

5.1. Apparatus 
 Apparatus is basically “a guide to the data”. This information provides context for 

the primary data (video recordings) that has been collected for the documentation. The 

descriptive information available in additional documents makes the digital compilation 

of primary data more cohesive and navigable.  

 Documents that are often included in the apparatus are: metadata (“data about 

the data”) for each session and the overall documentation; annotations (described in 

depth above); general access resources (introduction/background to relevant 

information; conventions (like this document); links to additional resources; other 

documents that describe how data is collected, organized, or analyzed; any other 

contextualizing information about the documentation (such as information about the 

research team, pictures and twitter posts) 

5.2. General workflow 
 There should only be one person working on one session (one movie, one .eaf). 

In general, the annotator should ensure that the .eaf is using the updated template (see 

Google Drive); she uses current ID glosses and annotation conventions to annotate 

primary data or to update existing transcripts. Each project will have their specific 

workflows determined by their PIs and lab managers. Lab managers can manage 

assignment of transcripts. Filming and transcribing logs are a useful way to monitor 

progress.  
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5.3. Code names 
 Each filmed child has received a code name (also known as a pseudonym). 

These will be used in our annotation and logs - JIL, SAL, ABY, NED. Other people like 

family members receive a general description (MOT/FAT for “mother” or “father”). 

Initials are used for research assistants. Visitors (family friends, relatives, etc.) often 

receive their own code name and are kept on file. Annotators will help keep track of who 

appears on the videos by filling out participant information using a form on Google 

Drive.  

5.4. File naming 
        (introduction)  

For SLAAASh-related projects, the following filenaming conventions will be used when 

saving transcripts. 

  KID_FILNUM_(AE)_YYMMDD 

• 00  nothing transcribed 

• a0  ASL being transcribed, not checked; no English 

• A0  ASL checked, no English 

• A0  ASL checked, no English 

• Ae  ASL checked; English being transcribed, not checked 

• AE  both languages transcribed and checked 

  

e.g., NED_001_a0_161011 for “the first session of NED; ASL 

transcription in process; no English; last annotated on October 11, 

2016” 

  

Note that some files may also include a 3rd character after AE. This “s” or “S” 

stands for standardization and was sometimes used to indicate whether a file’s 
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annotations had been updated to be standardized to SLAASh conventions from a 

previous set of conventions, or not yet. 

          (Add GUDA filenaming convention)  
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6. Some How-Tos 

6.1. General tips for the Free Translation tier 
The Free Translation tier has 2 primary goals - the first is to delimit sentence-like 

units. That is, to divide the discourse stream into chunks that match sentence-like units. 

The second goal is to provide meaning, to interpret what is actually shared (ID glosses 

are not good for this - they are not meant to be exact/literal translations of signs - in fact, 

they’re often not).  

For the first goal, how do we determine boundaries for those sentence-like 

chunks? Use the following list to help you delimit:  

● there’s roughly one idea 

● there are nonmanual signals that mark the beginning/end of the idea - eye blink, 

hand raising/lowering, handshape change, location change, torso shift, head 

shift, head nod, etc (the more NMS that show up, the more likely it’s a sentential 

boundary) 

● one depicting sign is usually one sentence 

Discussing with other annotators can be helpful in making such decisions.  

Then for the second goal in which we provide meaning. We expect the free 

translations to be rough and loose translations, that are more faithful to the actual 

meaning, the meaning that arises from the context itself rather than meanings that could 

be assumed/construed from the ID glosses themselves. Free translations provide 

access to the meaning because 1) the data could be accessed by anyone, including 

those who are not familiar with the signed language in use (maybe they use other 

signed languages, maybe they’re linguists that work with spoken languages, maybe 

they’re parents interested in learning sign for their children); 2) the data is supposed to 

outlive us - so it’s really important that we get the meaning as intended in the time of the 

data itself (e.g. contemporary meanings. For example I teach Phonology 2 and I 

inherited Bob Johnson’s notes. He had been teaching that class since 1982 (some 
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version of anyway) and he has some glosses of signs from the 1970s with no 

accompanying visual representations resulting in me having no idea what the signs 

actually are. Or for example, I was on campus for the second protest (UFG - Unity for 

Gallaudet 2006-2007) and at the front gate lawn, a bunch of tents were set up where 

students and protesters slept for weeks. They called it “tent city” and came up with a 

sign for it.  If we went ahead and glossed the sign as CABIN, and then also used the 

word “cabin” in the free translation, then it completely misses what was intended.  

Since annotators vary in English fluency, we’re not too concerned about using 

“standard English” or even “academic English”. Instead, rough English approximations 

that capture the intended meaning are acceptable. Free translations are not for making 

the “language use” perfect, for making ASL seem like English or for adding meaning 

that isn’t there.  

(insert a few series of pictures here with their ID glosses and give examples of what 

kind of translations could be provided and explain the reasoning behind each.) 

 

Some relevant questions 

* If YYY or XXX are represented on the ID gloss tiers, what do we do for the free 

translation tier?  

Keep the YYY and XXX intact in the free translations because the “free translation” tier 

can also be used to search for specific meaningful units or constructions.  

 

* Can I use the free translations to add my comments like “I can’t translate this” or “I 

don’t understand”?  

No, these should go on “comments” or “notes” tier.  

 

* What if I don’t understand the intended meaning and am not sure what to put in the 

free translation?  

Then create the annotation field but leave it blank and add a note on the “comments” or 
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“notes” tier noting that it needs to be added by another annotator or after discussion 

with your research team.  
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Table of all conventions 

Category Rule Example 

Annotation 

file-naming 

convention 

specifically for 

SLAAASh 

Pseudonym uses 3 

upper case letters, file # 

uses 3 digits, 

lowercase a, e, indicate 

annotated (ASL, 

English) but not yet 

checked. Uppercase 

indicates annotated and 

checked. 

YYMMDD is the date 

when annotations were 

last revised 

Pseudonym_File#_(AE)_YYMMD

D.eaf 

  

ABY_023_ae_161023.eaf 

Annotation 

file-naming 

convention for 

GUDA 

The full movie name 

(use filename for movie) 

is retained. Participant 

name (real name or 

code name depending 

on terms of use) is for 

the person being 

annotated. “pcf” refers to 

“in progress”, “checked”, 

and “final”. If upper case, 

active, e.g. Pcf means 

the file is in progress. 

MovieName_ParticipantName_(pc

f)_AnnotatorName_YYMMDD.eaf 

 

Movie_Name_Pcf_JAH_200318 
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Initials of annotator are 

also added. YYMMDD is 

the date when 

annotations were last 

revised.  

ASL sign Lexical signs are written 

using ID glosses (no 

spaces); one sign per 

annotation 
 

* refer to ASL Signbank 

  ARM 

ASL sign but 

more than one 

English word for 

ID glosses 

All of the words are 

hyphenated to signify 

that one ASL sign is 

represented 
 

* refer to ASL Signbank 

VIDEO-CAMERA 

ASL tiers (right 

and left hands) 

Whatever the right hand 

is doing is annotated on 

the right hand tier; same 

for left hand. If they are 

producing the same 

sign, they get the same 

ID gloss (length varies). 

If they are producing 

separate signs or 

different aspects of a 

SIGN 

SIGN 

  

or 

SIGN 

DIFFERENT-SIGN 
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depicting sign, the ID 

glosses will be different 

ASL two-handed 

signs 

Right and left hand tiers 

reflect timing for the start 

and end of 

movement/handshapes 

for each hand 

SIGN 

(DIFFERENT-)SIGN 

ASL variants Information about form 

in tags appended to end 

of ID glosses used to 

distinguish between 

variants 
 

* refer to ASL Signbank 

  

FUTUREstr 

  

FUTUREwig 

bound (including 

numeral 

incorporation) 

Bound signs do not 

receive special notation. 

They will be represented 

by ID glosses like other 

lexical signs. 

 
* refer to ASL Signbank 

EIGHTH 

buoys List buoys (in which 

fingers are variably 

extended depending on 

how many items there 

are in a list) are glossed 

with an ID gloss and an 

LH: BUOY-LIST 

LH append: \timrp\ 

RH: IX 

RH append: (buoy-list) 
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append tag that 

indicates which fingers 

are extended (t=thumb, 

i=index, m=middle, 

r=ring, p=pinky) 

Fragment buoys (in 

which lexical signs are 

perseverated on the 

weak hand while the 

strong hand produces 

other signs) are 

indicated by length of 

annotation field in 

transcript. 

(see figure 5 above) 

Depicting buoys (in 

which depicting signs 

are perseverated on the 

weak hand while the 

strong hand produces 

other signs) are 

indicated by length of 

annotation field in 

transcript. 

(see figure 5 above) 
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Theme buoys (extended 

index finger pointing up) 

are glossed with an ID 

gloss. 

BUOY-THEME 

Pointer buoys (extended 

index finger points at 

discourse) are glossed 

with an ID gloss. 

BUOY-POINTER 

For signs produced on 

the list buoy itself, 

append \timrp\ on the 

relevant append tier. 

RH: NINETEEN 

RH append: \t\ 

RH: NINETEENtwist 

RH append: \i\ 

RH: NINETEENrub 

RH append: \m\ 

compounds Signs that were derived 

though compounding will 

be identified by an ID 

gloss with no special 

convention 

  

GOOD-ENOUGH 

depicting signs For signs that depict, 

identify them with the 

code DS, hs label (see 

ID glosses), then 

indicate their meaning 

on the append tier in the 

Right hand: DS_3 

RH append: 

(vehicle-move-down-path) 

  

Right hand: DS_2 

RH append: (biped-stand) 
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following order: object, 

action/state, surface (if 

any), manner of action (if 

any) 

depicting signs - 

constructed 

action 

For constructed action, 

identify the action with 

DS(ca). Describe it 

further in the free 

translation tier. 

Free translation: And when I fell, I 

fell backwards landing awkwardly 

on both of my hands and my butt. 

Right hand: DS(ca) 

Left hand: DS(ca) 

  

false start For signs that are not 

complete due to false 

start, use special 

symbols. There are 5 

types, all of which are 

placed on the append 

tier on the same time 

period as the base sign. 

interruption / 

self-interruption // 

retracing without 

correction [/] 

retracing with correction 

[//] 

retracing with 

reformulation [///] 

 

Right hand: WANT 

RH append: / 

  

Right hand: WANT 

RH append:   // 

  

Right hand: WANT WANT 

RH append: [/] 

  

Right hand: WANT DON’T-WANT 

RH append:  [//] 

  

Right hand: WANT IX(self) LIKE 

THAT 

RH append:  [///] 
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fingerspelling write FS then put the 

intended meaning in 

parentheses on the 

append tier; note the 

English words are in 

lower case. 

Right hand: FS 

RH append: (Wanda) 

fingerspelling 

plus sign 

write FS then put the 

intended meaning in 

parentheses and add ID 

gloss to represent the 

sign; hyphenate the two. 

The order of the sign 

and fingerspelled item 

will depend on the 

production itself. 

FS(item)-IDGLOSS 

IDGLOSS-FS(item) 

interjections write i then put English 

words to represent the 

interjection in 

parentheses; note the 

English words are in 

lower case. Refer to ID 

glosses for the complete 

list of interjections – 

these are not free-form 

entries 

i(oops) 

held signs For signs that are 

perceived to be held 

Right hand: SIGN 

RH append: [_] 
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longer than expected, 

append [_] 

homonym For homonyms (signs 

with the same forms but 

different meanings) each 

distinct meaning will get 

its own ID gloss 

generally, but this will be 

determined 

case-by-case 

ALWAYS and SOMETHING each 

assigned a separate ID gloss 

regardless of the similarity in their 

forms 

indicating verb For verbs that indicate 

their referents (or point 

at who they’re talking 

about), ID gloss only 

with no referent 

GIVE 

ASKix 

THROW 

manual 

constructed 

action 

Annotated as action with 

code &= on “comments” 

tier 

Child comments: &=pose 

  

Adult1 comments: &=show 

mouthing For words that are 

entirely mouthed (and 

not voiced or signed), 

identify them with the 

code m, and indicate 

their meaning in 

parentheses. Use the 

NMS tier for this. 

NMS: m(okay) 

  

NMS: m(yes) 
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name signs For signs that serve as 

names for people, 

identify them with the 

code NS then spell out 

their names in 

parentheses on the 

relevant append tier (or, 

use the person’s 

pseudonym, where 

appropriate.) 

Right hand: NS 

RH append: (Julie) 

  

Right hand: NS 

RH append: (KID) 

new id gloss 

needed 

For signs that do not 

have ID glosses in the 

database, add ~ before 

a proposed gloss. In the 

case that the annotator 

doesn’t know what to 

put, use 

“~NEED-GLOSS”. 

~SUGGESTION 

  

~NEED-GLOSS 

numbers Signs that represent 

numbers are glossed 

with words (not digits) 
* refer to ASL Signbank 

ONE 

TWO 

THREE 

number 

sequences 

Each term has its own 

ID gloss 
* refer to ASL Signbank 

TWENTY-ONE 

FIFTY-FIVE 

ordinal numbers Each term has its own 

ID gloss 

FIRST 

SECOND 
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* refer to ASL Signbank 

parsing String is divided by 

individual signs on right 

and left hand tiers 

Annotations are true to frames on 

video 

pointing signs write IX then put the 

referent in parentheses 

on the append tier; note 

the English words are in 

lower case. 

(If the signers are 

pointing to themselves, 

use IX_1 - already in 

ASL Signbank) 

Right hand: IX 

RH append: (camera) 

plural forms We do not code for 

plurality except for IXarc. 

If a sign is fully repeated, 

each repetition receives 

an individual annotation. 

Right hand: IXarc 

RH append: (audience) 

pointing signs 

that tap 

add IX according to 

current convention then 

add the tapping as an 

action, i.e., &=tap, in 

comments or the 

phonology tier 

Right hand: IX 

RH append: (camera) 

Comments: &=tap 

pointing signs 

that trace 

write IX then tag it with 

tracing and identify the 

Right hand: IXtracing 

RH append: (referent) 
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referent on the append 

tier 

  

possessive 

pronouns 

write POSS then put the 

referent in parentheses 

on the append tier; note 

the English words are in 

lower case. 

(If the signers are 

indicating themselves, 

use POSS_1) 

  

  

Right hand: POSS 

RH append: (camera) 

reflexive 

pronouns 

Write SELF then put the 

referent in parentheses 

on the append tier; note 

the English words are in 

lower case. 

(If the signers are 

indicating themselves, 

use SELF_1) 

  

Right hand: SELF 

RH append: (camera) 

  Write HONORIFIC then 

put the referent in 

parentheses on the 

append tier; note the 

English words are in 

lower case. 

Right hand: HONORIFIC 

RH append: (camera) 
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(If the signers are 

indicating themselves, 

use HONORIFIC_1) 

  

repeated Fully repeated signs get 

more than one 

annotation. 

Right hand: SIGN SIGN SIGN 

  

repetitive Signs with atypical 

number of repetitive 

cycles get a code [+] on 

the append tier 

Right hand: SIGN 

RH append: [+] 

trailing off Signs that are 

incomplete are coded 

with … on the append 

tier 

Right hand: SIGN 

RH append:  … 

unclear signs For signs that you 

cannot confidently 

identify, try your best 

and add [?] on the 

append tier to indicate 

you are not sure. If you 

have an alternative 

possibility, add it after =? 

in brackets on the 

append tier. If you 

cannot identify it at all, 

use XXX. 

Right hand: GLOSS 

RH append:   [?] 

  

or 

  

Right hand: GLOSS 

RH append: [=?ALTERNATIVE] 

  

or 

  

Right hand: XXX 
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Video filenaming 

convention 

(SLAAASh-speci

fic) 

Pseudonym uses 3 

upper case letters, file # 

uses 3 digits. See p. 36 

for specific codes to use 

in the filename to mark 

its ongoing annotation 

progress. 

NED_001 

Video file 

viewing 

convention 

One annotation file per 

session with tier sets for 

each participant on 

camera 

(n/a) 

(based on traditional glossing conventions in the field, Chen Pichler et al 2010, and Liddell 2003) 
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